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ABSTRACT 

The rise of ethical consumerism has contributed to that organisations increasingly include 

CSR policies in their business and marketing strategies. Consumers want to make more 

ethically based purchasing decisions, and are guided by organisations’ ethical claims and by 

product labels. However, there are many different ethical organisations and labels on the 

market today and consumers find it difficult to separate them and know what each of them 

stands for. Ethical consumerism stems from green consumerism and has contributed to the 

development and rise of the Fair Trade movement. The general idea of Fair Trade is to 

support producers in poor countries, and by purchasing Fair Trade products consumers can 

contribute to realising the Fair Trade objectives. Previous research has identified a gap 

between consumers’ attitudes and actual behaviour regarding Fair Trade consumption. 

Consumers clearly express a positive attitude towards the Fair Trade movement and Fair 

Trade products, but their attitudes are not reflected in actual purchases. Researchers suggest 

that the gap could depend on lack of information and proof that Fair Trade actually contribute 

to better working and living conditions of producers in poor countries, but this had not yet 

been investigated. Our main purpose with this degree project is to identify factors that could 

affect the attitude-behaviour gap, and more precisely how access to information affects the 

existing gap. Our conclusions and recommendations are providing valuable insights for Fair 

Trade and other ethical organisations and businesses that are part of ethical value chains. We 

therefore formulated the following research question: 

In what ways can Fair Trade certification organisations and retailers diminish consumers’ 

attitude-behaviour gap in Fair Trade consumption? 

In order to answer our research question, we formulated the following four sub-purposes; to 

investigate the dialogue between Fairtrade and consumers; to investigate how Fairtrade and 

retailers communicate and share information with each other; investigate retailers’ expected 

and perceived responsibility as part of the Fairtrade value chain; identify what factors 

consumers believe are important regarding Fairtrade and their Fairtrade consumption. Our 

study is delimited to Sweden and is based on content analysis of communication between 

Fairtrade Sweden, consumers and retailers, on Fairtrade Sweden's Facebook page. The study 

has both qualitative and quantitative characteristics, although focus is on qualitative data 

analysis. We collected a total number of 1671 posts and comments, where 357 were published 

by Fairtrade, 1215 by consumers and 99 by retailers and other businesses. All data were 

collected and categorised manually and copied into an excel sheet where each post and 

comment were coded. The analysis and discussion of our empirical findings are further based 

on theory within the fields of Fair Trade consumption, ethical and political consumerism, 

online communication, retail marketing and branding. 

 
The main findings from this research are that consumers view retailers as an important actor in the 

Fair Trade value chain. Consumers put high value in communication and cooperation between 

Fair Trade and retailers, but these two actors have not realised the advantages and opportunities of 

it. We have also observed that consumers seek to maximise utility and that the existing attitude-

behaviour gap thereby is influenced by several factors. Branding and labelling within Fair Trade 

consumption are important for consumers' purchasing decisions. Although, we have observed that 

product brands that have the Fairtrade mark are perceived as more important than the Fairtrade 

brand itself. Consumers are loyal to brands and do not show a willingness to switch brands to buy 

a Fairtrade marked product. Moreover, Fair Trade consumption is influenced by other ethical and 

environmental concerns. Consumers want Fair Trade organisations to be ethical and also 

environmentally friendly at all stages and throughout the entire value chain.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The introduction chapter provides an overview of the subject in this thesis and present the 

challenges in the field of Fair Trade consumption. Furthermore we motivate our choice of 

subject, define the problem statement and the purpose of it. The chapter ends with 

delimitations and definitions of important concepts. 

Consumers have started to change their consumption behaviours in order to deal with social 

problems such as poverty and climate change (Wheeler, 2012, p. 126). They are now more 

concerned about ethics (Andorfer & Liebe, 2012, p. 416) and their purchasing behaviours are 

strongly influenced by social factors (Singh et al, 2012, p. 541). Ethical consumerism (Strong, 

1996, p. 5) has gained a great influence on how companies conduct business today (Singh et 

al, 2012, p. 541-542), and ethical behaviour and positioning have been shown to have a 

positive effect on companies’ performance. (Trudel & Cotte, 2009, p. 67). Although 

companies have gained understanding of the importance of ethics, they must be aware of 

consumers’ constantly changing demands (Strong, 1996, p. 10). Now ethically oriented 

consumers, or “ethical consumers”, have started to demand more comprehensive and reliable 

information about products, and challenge organisations to guarantee that the ethical claims 

they make are true (Strong, 1996, p. 7).  

As a response to ethical concerns and information-demands among consumers, the philosophy 

of Fair Trade (written as two separate words) emerged. The general idea of Fair Trade 

originates in a willingness to improve the living and working conditions for farmers in 

developing countries (Witkowski, 2005, p. 22). There are several organisations on the market 

that promote themselves by claiming to adhere to principles of Fair Trade. Each organisation 

has its own marketing strategy, standards and criteria, but they all adhere to the idea of 

supporting the farmers. Furthermore, there are many Fair Trade labels visible for consumers 

to guide them in their ethical consumption. However, research shows that consumers have 

become confused over the different labels and the meaning of each of them (Hughes, 2008, p. 

42). Incidents where companies have failed to live up to their ethical promises could also be a 

reason behind consumers’ insecurity and mistrust of Fair Trade labels and the entire Fair 

Trade movement. Researchers have identified a gap between consumers’ attitude and 

behaviour towards Fair Trade products, and further research is suggested to identify what 

causes this gap (Andorfer & Liebe, 2012). 

Fairtrade (written as one word) is the only brand in Sweden with a guaranteed minimum price 

and premium for the farmer (Fairtrade Sweden, 2013a). The first Fair Trade label, Max 

Havelaar, was launched in 1988, and Sweden’s first label Rättvisemärkt (today: Fairtrade) has 

been visible since the 90s (Fairtrade Foundation, 2011a). The non-profit organisation 

Fairtrade is the most widely recognised ethical brand globally, and last year shoppers globally 

spent 4.9 billion euro on Fairtrade products (Fairtrade International, 2012, p. 3). At the same 

time as Fairtrade gains enormous support by both the public and governments, the 

organisation is also partly criticised because a positive effect for farmers in general cannot be 

shown (Griffiths, 2012, p. 357). 

The Fairtrade value chain can be seen as a complex network of different actors and 

relationships (Witkowski, 2005, p. 27), including producers, buyers, transporters, importers 

and wholesalers, retailers and at the end the consumers of the finished Fairtrade products. The 

actors have different roles and responsibilities, making the chain difficult for Fairtrade to have 

full control over (Fairtrade Foundation, 2005, p.1).  
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1.1 Choice of subject 

You enjoy a piece of chocolate with your afternoon coffee. It tastes good, and it tastes even 

better when you see the Fairtrade label on the package. You improve the life of the farmers in 

developing countries. You actually contribute to make the world a better place! The next day 

you see the documentary on TV about child labour in the cocoa industry, the farmers are 

unsatisfied and schools that have been promised are not completed. What horrible scenes! 

Your first reaction is that, since you buy Fairtrade chocolate, you do what you can to end 

these unfair conditions. But then the confusion comes, how can you be sure that it actually 

works? How many cents of what you pay for the chocolate goes directly to the farmers and 

their communities? Maybe you can ask the retailer… 

Ethics and politics are important factors in the purchasing strategy of today’s consumers. This 

purchasing behaviour is noticeable in everyday life since it is a topic that often pops up in 

discussions, ranging from the media and classrooms to coffee breaks and shopping sprees. 

The driving force in the discussions is the increased ethical and societal issues in the world 

that concern consumers and affect their purchasing behaviours (Singh et al., 2012, p. 541). 

Producers and retailers have acknowledged the increasing demands of the consumers and 

implemented new policies in their CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) strategies (Castaldo 

et al., 2009). 

Our common background as students at the International Business Program forms the basis of 

our chosen subject. The combination of marketing (Busck’s major field of study), and 

international business (Blomberg’s major field of study) make us feel passionate about the 

challenge of uncovering the impact of marketing for global business development. The 

interest of the cocoa industry and Fair Trade in particular, originates from the insight into the 

cocoa industry that Blomberg gained during her internship in a company based in Côte 

d’Ivoire, the “heart of cocoa”. About 35% of the cocoa in the world is produced in Côte 

d’Ivoire, accounting for 20% of Côte d’Ivoire’s GDP 2011/12 (Agritrade, 2013). The 

conditions for most farmers and their families are unacceptable for the consumers of 

chocolate who live in the northern hemisphere. As the consumers gain more knowledge about 

these conditions, they plea to the producers to implement improved standards. These demands 

show that the importance of ethics within marketing has increased, and this is also reflected 

by the use of CSR policies in companies’ branding strategies (Castaldo et al., 2009). 

Sales figures show that more consumers engage in ethical shopping. According to Fairtrade 

Foundation, the main reasons for consumers to purchase Fairtrade products are that they care 

about producers and farmers in poor countries and because they feel trust in the Fairtrade 

mark and believe that consumption of Fairtrade products will help the people in developing 

countries (Fairtrade Foundation, 2005). In 2011 Fairtrade sales amounted to almost € 5 billion 

which is an increase of 12% from the previous year (Fairtrade International, 2012, p. 3). 

On the other hand, consumers are also exposed to the criticism that reinforces doubt about the 

general idea of Fair Trade. The documentary ‘The Dark Side of Chocolate’ (Mistrati & 

Romano, 2010) and articles such as Griffiths 'Ethical Objections to Fairtrade' (2012) deliver 

proof of Fair Trade companies not living up to their ethical commitments. The debate in 

media cause confusion and insecurity among consumers and harm their level of trust and 

loyalty to Fair Trade brands. According to Griffiths (2012) the consumers have the right to be 

sceptical. Despite the increasing Fairtrade sales and ambition for a good cause, there is a lack 

of proper controls (Griffiths, 2012, p. 370). Whilst the general idea of consumers is that the 

price premium goes back to the farmers and their societies (Mohan, 2010, p. 52), “on average 
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less than 1% of the retail price is spent on social projects in the Third World” (Griffiths, 2012, 

p. 370). Fairtrade’s annual report shows that a worldwide average of 1.3% of the retail price 

goes to the farmers in the form of a price premium, and if the cost of certification for the 

farmer is removed this number would be even lower (Fairtrade International, 2012). It should 

also be added that it is questionable if the farmers benefit at all from the social projects 

financed by the premiums (Griffiths, 2012). Regarding the historical development, the figures 

show that farmers of Fairtrade products now receive less than before for their work. In the 

80’s the farmers got about 18% on average of the retail price of a chocolate bar. Today the 

farmers (or the cooperatives) receive 3.5-6%. (Morrison, 2013) 

The attitude among consumers are overwhelmingly positive (GlobeScan, 2011a, p. 3), but 

Fair Trade’s future is also questioned (Balineau & Dufeu, 2010; Griffiths, 2012). In 

September 2013, the United Nations General Assembly will gather in New York for a high-

level meeting on the ‘Beyond 2015’ development framework. The Fair Trade movement is 

united in a global campaign called ‘Fair Trade Beyond 2015’, encouraging town leaders and 

Civil Society Organisations across the world to establish a new global development 

framework beyond 2015. The aim with the framework is to “create a just, equitable and 

sustainable world in which every person can realise their human rights, fulfil their potential 

and live free from poverty”. (FTAO, 2013) 

1.2 Fair Trade Consumption 

The debate about Fair Trade is more topical than ever before, but if you think it is a new 

phenomenon - think again! Journal of Marketing, founded in 1936 (AMA, 2013), did already 

in 1939 publish an article by Charles F. Phillips discussing Fair Trade laws in terms of 

economic theory and its implications for future legislation. Phillips (1939) especially 

emphasised the complexity of pricing, consumer acceptance and the different roles of the 

manufacturer and retailer. In April 2010, Journal of Business Ethics published a supplement 

issue called ‘Fair Trade in Different National Contexts’. The goal with this issue was to draw 

attention to the differences in practice and understanding in Fair Trade depending on the 

national context, and to highlight the need for further research in the area (Huybrechts & 

Reed, 2010). In a more recent article, Pharr (2011) claims that; “relatively little is known 

about the true ability of fair-trade marketing claims to influence consumer purchases or 

impact brands” (p. 68). Pharr also raises the question on how loyalty is affected by economic 

and functional product factors such as price, quality and availability. However, price is shown 

to be the single most important reason for European shoppers to not buy ethical products more 

often. (Pharr, 2011. pp. 68-69) 

Finally, Andorfer and Liebe (2012) have written a review on Fair Trade consumption 

research. The review is based on 51 journal publications and provides the current state of 

research on individual consumption of Fair Trade products. The article presents several 

research gaps, suggested methodology and connections with and implications for other 

subjects. Among the identified problems in this research area are too narrow theoretical focus 

and lack of generalisability of empirical findings. Andorfer and Liebe also suggest that 

“research would benefit from both a multiple-motives and a multiple-methods perspective” 

as, “considering competing theories can help to single out key behavioural determinants of 

individual fair trade consumption” (p. 415). Moreover “research on fair trade needs a much 

more theory-based discussion” (p. 428). 

This should be compared with the issues that are brought up by the industry itself. In 2009-10 

an international multi-stakeholder initiative was made among consumer organisations, 
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certification organs and research institutes called ETFP, Ethical Trade Fact-finding Process 

(2010). During these two years the researchers made some interesting observations; 

In so far as these ‘professional’ parties are concerned, the main 

areas of debate seem to focus on evaluating the impacts (positive 

or negative) of credible third party schemes, relating to issues of 

cost, availability, comparisons between competing standards and 

other such issues. There appears to have been little or no research 

into the potential impacts of spurious or self-declared claims, 

although the evidence suggests that these account for the majority 

of the claims that are considered to be unreliable in a range of 

studies. 

 (ETFP, 2010, p. 17). 

It is widely recognised that consumers need guidance in dealing 

with the multitude of ethical claims. The lack of websites and 

databases with a truly comprehensive coverage of claims and 

which provide sufficient information to be useful, is a serious gap. 

Another striking deficiency is the lack of transparency concerning 

the basis on which comparisons are made. There is, furthermore, a 

lack of possibilities for consumers to provide input and feedback 

(directly on websites), limited use of innovative communication 

techniques (such as games and smartphone applications) and a 

lack of attractive and accessible formats used for website and 

databases. 

 (ETFP, 2010, p. 24). 

1.3 Research gap 

Research shows that there is an attitude-behaviour gap in Fairtrade consumption. With an 

attitude-behaviour gap, researchers refer to that a high amount of consumers express a strong 

positive attitude towards Fair Trade, but the amount of consumers who actually buy Fair 

Trade products is much lower.  In other words, consumers communicate a willingness to pay 

more for ethical products but there is a gap between their attitude and their actual purchasing 

behaviour. (Andorfer and Liebe, 2012, White et al., 2012) 

Further, it is shown that consumers’ support for the idea of helping producers in developing 

countries is much higher than the specific knowledge about Fair Trade products and brands 

(Witkowski 2005, p. 29). Bray et al. (2011) identified the following key factors that can help 

to explain why consumers’ ethical intention might not result in ethical purchasing; price 

sensitivity; personal experience; ethical obligation; lack of information; quality perception, 

inertia in purchasing behaviour; and cynism. However, all these factors need further 

individual examination (p. Bray et al., 2011, p. 604). Many studies (e.g. Bray et al., 2011,  

Nicholls & Lee, 2006; Vantomme et al., 2006) use relatively small samples and are limited to 

certain regions or aspects, hence it is not possible to generalise the findings beyond the 

context of the specific studies. According to Andorfer and Liebe (2012, p. 427), “large-scale 

studies that use national samples are rare and, hence, are needed more often in future 

research”. Furthermore there is a lack of empirical evidence of how much good (or harm) Fair 

Trade does (Mohan, 2010, p. 115), and there is no evidence from impact studies that Fairtrade 

and its social projects actually benefit ‘The Third World’ (Griffiths, 2012, p. 372). 
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Finally, Pharr concludes her research agenda with; 

To advance the field, researchers must move beyond descriptive 

studies to controlled experimental designs that test the ability of 

fair trade marketing claims to affect brand awareness, attitudinal 

change, purchase intentions, and, ultimately, purchase in the real 

world. This critical information will not only contribute 

significantly to a more comprehensive theory of ethical marketing 

but will help practitioners develop actionable strategies that 

properly capitalize on the qualities of the fair trade movement that 

make it so appealing to certain consumers. 

 (Pharr, 2011, p. 69). 

In this paper we seek to investigate if access to information has an influence on the attitude-

behaviour gap research has identified (Kim et al., 2010, Bray et al., 2011, Andorfer and Liebe 

2012), and if this gap could be diminished through increased transparency and qualitative 

information. “The lack of extensive research on Fair Trade in marketing literature” (Kim et 

al., 2010, p. 590) strengthen the use of a marketing perspective in further Fair Trade 

consumption research. 

1.4 Research question and purpose 

Based on the problem background and the identified research gap, we have defined the 

following research question: 

In what ways can Fair Trade certification organisations and retailers diminish 

consumers’ attitude-behaviour gap in Fair Trade consumption? 

The purpose with this study is to build on existing theory of Fair Trade consumption, by 

identifying means to diminish the attitude-behaviour gap. By connecting previously found 

key-variables with our own findings, we also aim to provide the industry with concrete 

suggestions on how to minimise Fair Trade consumers’ attitude-behaviour gap. 

Objectives 

- To investigate the dialogue between Fairtrade and their consumers. 
- To examine the communication and sharing of information between Fairtrade and retailers. 

- To investigate retailers’ perceived responsibility and Fairtrade-branding strategy. 

- To identify what information consumers believe to be important with regard to Fair Trade 

consumption. 

1.5 Delimitations 

The Fair Trade movement include many different organisations that aim to help farmers in 

poor countries to make a better living. We have chosen to focus on the biggest and most 

influential Fair Trade organisation “Fairtrade” in our degree project, because more time would 

be required to conduct a study on every organisation. Further, we have limited our study to 

Sweden by studying Fairtrade Sweden as well as Swedish consumers and retailers. Our 

chosen research method content analysis also provides limitations for our study. We will 

conduct our content analysis on the social media channel Facebook, where we will collect 

posts and comments that have been published by Fairtrade, consumers and retailers. We are 

interested in communication between Fairtrade Sweden, consumer and retailers and also in 
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how consumers interact with each other on Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page.  This research 

method provides limitations for our study since we will only be able to reach those consumers 

who are active in social media, have Facebook accounts and have chosen to “Like” or be 

active on Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page. We are aware of that consumers who are active 

in social media cannot represent all consumers of Fairtrade products. Consumers who 

communicate with organisations via social media are mostly those who are the most engaged 

and satisfied or dissatisfied. The most satisfied consumers are often active in order to express 

proud and feel they belong to a brand community. Dissatisfied consumers can use social 

media to spread negative word-of-mouth to other consumers and thereby influence them to 

develop a similar dissatisfaction. We are aware of that many consumers do not belong to 

either the most satisfied or dissatisfied, and are placed “in the middle”. These consumers are 

often not interacting on social media since they do not have enough interest. We are aware 

that we will not reach these consumers with our study and that our results cannot be 

generalised to consumers who are not active on social media.  

1.6 Definitions 

Ethical consumerism: Buyer behaviour that reflects a concern about the producers in poor 

countries that are paid low wages to produce cheap products for Western consumers and 

profits for multinational companies. (Strong, 1996, p. 5) 

Fair Trade: The term Fair Trade defines a trading partnership, based on dialogue, 

transparency and respect, which seek greater equity in international trade. It contributes to 

sustainable development by offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights of, 

marginalized producers and workers – especially in developing countries. (Fairtrade 

International, 2011c, p. 1) 

Fair Trade label/Fairtrade label: A Fair Trade label means any recognized Fair Trade 

product or organisational certification label referring to the relevant Fair Trade standard.  
A Fairtrade label means any product certification label owned by FLO eV that is used to 

denote compliance with the Fairtrade Standards. This may include the label owned by FLO 

member Trans Fair USA. (Fairtrade International, 2011c) 

Fair Trade Movement: The Fair Trade movement is the combined efforts of Fair Trade 

organisations, campaigners and businesses to promote and activate the Fair Trade principles 

of empowering producers, making trade more fair and sustainable livelihoods. (Fairtrade 

International, 2011c, p. 1) 

Fairtrade: Fairtrade refers to all or any part of the activities of FLO eV, FLO-CERT, 

Fairtrade producer networks, Fairtrade labelling initiatives and Fairtrade marketing 

organisations. Fairtrade is used to denote the product certification system operated by 

Fairtrade International (FLO). (Fairtrade International, 2011c, p. 1) 

Fairtrade Brand Mark: The Fairtrade Brand Mark is a registered trademark owned by FLO 

and sub-licensed to labelling initiatives (LIs). It is for use only in corporate applications by 

Fairtrade International member organisations and in approved campaign applications. 

(Fairtrade International, 2011c, p. 3) 

FAIRTRADE Certification Mark: The FAIRTRADE Certification Mark ('FAIRTRADE 

Mark' or 'Mark') is a registered trademark owned by FLO and sub-licensed to labelling 

initiatives (LIs). The FAIRTRADE Mark is only for use on consumer retail products that have 
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met the Fairtrade Standards, and for the promotion of such products by licensees, certified 

operators and third parties. (Fairtrade International, 2011c, p. 3) 

Fairtrade International/FLO: Fairtrade International set the international Fairtrade 

standards and support Fairtrade producers (Fairtrade International, 2011a). The organisation 

“Fairtrade International”, FLO, include 25 members producing or promoting products 

carrying the Fairtrade Certification mark (Fairtrade International, 2011b). 

Fairtrade producer: A Fairtrade producer describes a producer set-up located in a producing 

country as classified by FLO that has obtained product certification as per the relevant 

Fairtrade Standards. (Fairtrade International, 2011c, p. 2)  
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2. FAIRTRADE 

This chapter aims to sort out the concept of Fair Trade and how the Fairtrade organisation 

works. The chapter begin with a description of Fairtrade and other Fair Trade organisations 

and how they differ. In order to understand how Fair Trade consumption research differs 

from other ethical and political consumption research this information is important to be 

aware about. The following subchapters present facts, numbers and figures about Fairtrade 

that will be used later in the analysis and discussion. 

2.1 The difference between Fairtrade and Fair Trade 

Even though a universal definition of Fair Trade does not exist, most Fair Trade labelling 

organisations refer to one informal definition developed by the following four international 

Fair Trade organisations; IFAT (International Fair Trade Association); FLO (Fair Trade 

Labelling Organizations International); NEWS! (Network of European Worldshops); and 

EFTA (European Fair Trade Association) (Fairtrade Foundation UK, 2011). They define Fair 

Trade as a “trading partnership, based on dialogue, transparency, and respect, that seeks 

greater equity in international trade” (EFTA, 2006). The general purpose of Fair Trade is to 

support and contribute to better working conditions, living standards and security for the 

farmers who produce Fairtrade products. To be Fair Trade certified there are some criteria that 

have to be met. Many Fair Trade organisations have adopted the criteria developed by WFTO, 

where all ten stated principles must be met in order for companies to use the label on their 

products. (WFTO, 2013) The criteria include fair prices that cover production costs and 

facilitate social development, banning of use of child labour, guarantees for secure working 

conditions and more. (Fairtrade Sweden, 2013) The idea with Fair Trade is also about good 

relationships between the trading partners, where again dialogue, transparency and respect are 

important components (EFTA, 2006). 

The non-profit organisation Fairtrade, which will be the primary focus of this study, has the 

most widely globally recognised ethical label. It is also one of the organisations that certify 

and promote Fair Trade. Fairtrade products are now sold in more than 120 countries and in 

2011 they sold for close to € 5 billion. According to a GlobeScan (2011a) survey carried out 

in 24 countries, nearly 6 in 10 consumers have seen the Fairtrade label and of those 9 in 10 

trust it (Fairtrade International, 2012). Fairtrade is a complicated system in the sense that the 

value chain consist of many different actors and relationships (Witkowski, 2005, p. 27). 

Before the finished Fairtrade products reach and can be consumed by consumers, there are 

several stages they go through in the Fairtrade value chain, visualised in figure 1.  

Producers  Buyers  Processors  Transporters  

 Importers/Wholesalers  Retailers  Consumers 

Figure 1 – Fairtrade value chain 

At the first stage, there are producers who live and work in developing countries, and that 

have formed producer cooperatives and follow the criteria for being Fairtrade farmers. Next, 

there are buyers, who negotiate directly with the producers, and who also are responsible for 

paying the promised premiums that go back to the producers’ communities. These premiums 

are paid to the cooperatives to be invested in social projects to improve the living and working 

conditions for the producers. The cooperatives themselves decide how the money is 

distributed over different projects. Next in the chain, there are processors who process the 

commodities that come from the producers. From the processors, the Fairtrade products are 
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transported overseas to importers and wholesalers. These importers and wholesalers the 

finished products and distribute them to different retailers. Retailers then sell the Fairtrade 

products to consumers. (Fairtrade, 2011g) 

2.2 The Fair Trade organisations and their criteria 

There are several organisations on the market today that adhere to the concept of Fair Trade 

(eg. Fairtrade, Utz, Rainforest Alliance, Fair Trade Federation, Fair Trade USA and EFTA). 

Each organisation has its own label/-s, and research has shown that consumers get confused 

by all these different labels when they try to make ethical consumption choices (Hughes, 

2008, p. 42). Some of the reasons for the confusion are that the names of the organisations are 

very similar and that even though the different Fair Trade organisations share a primary aim, 

each of them has developed its own standards. Due to confusion of the different Fair Trade 

organisations and labels and their effect on Fair Trade consumption, this subchapter include a 

description of the most established Fair Trade organisations and their criteria. Figure 2 show 

some of the most common Fair Trade labels. 

 
Figure 2 – Fair Trade labels 

 

Most Fair Trade committed organisations base their criteria or standards on the 10 principles 

developed by WFTO (2011). According to WFTO, all Fair Trade organisations must follow 

these principles in their daily work;  

- Creating opportunities for economically disadvantaged producers 

- Transparency and Accountability 

- Fair trading practices 

- Payment of a fair price 

- Ensuring no child labour and forced labour 

- Commitment to non-discrimination, gender equity and freedom of association 

- Ensuring good working conditions 

- Providing capacity building 

- Promoting Fair Trade 

- Respect for the environment 
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Most organisations that work with Fair Trade use these criteria, but some also choose to 

present their own specific standards. Below is a summary of the different Fair Trade labelling 

organisations. Since the main focus for this thesis is on Fairtrade, the description of this 

organisation is more comprehensive. 

2.2.1 Fairtrade 

By “connecting disadvantaged producers and consumers, promote fairer trading conditions, 

and empower producers to combat poverty, strengthen their position and take more control 

over their lives”, Fairtrade aims for realising its vision of “a world in which all producers can 

enjoy secure and sustainable livelihoods, fulfil their potential and decide on their future”. It is 

a non-profit world-wide organisation that include three producer networks (representing the 

interest of farmers and workers), and 19 labelling initiatives that market and promote 

Fairtrade in the consumer countries. (Fairtrade International, 2012, p. 2) In 2011 Fairtrade had 

538 producer organisations in Latin America, 299 in Africa and 154 in Asia. All together it 

includes over 1.2 million farmers and workers in 66 developing countries. (Fairtrade 

International, 2012, p. 11) 

Fairtrade International (FLO) gathers Fairtrade organisations in 25 countries. Fairtrade 

Sweden is one of them, and together they work for a common aim with common standards. 

The standards have been developed with an aim to “support sustainable development of small 

producer organisations and agricultural workers in the poorest countries in the world” 

(Fairtrade International, 2011d). There are common principles that apply to small scale 

producers, workers and their organisations, and also specific standards for small producer 

organisations and hired labour. The common standards are the following; (Fairtrade 

International, 2011d) 

Social development: For small scale producers, an organisational structure that allows 

producers to actually bring a product to the market must exist. Further, the members of the 

organisation must all be allowed to take part in democratic decision-making processes and in 

the organisational activities. For the hired labour force, the company must implement social 

rights and safety standards to the workers. Important practices are training opportunities, 

prohibition of discriminatory employment practices, no child or forced labour, freedom of 

association of workforce, working conditions that exceed minimum requirements, 

occupational safety and health conditions, and adequate facilities to handle the Fairtrade 

Premium. 

Economic development: Buyers of Fairtrade products must pay a premium price or 

minimum price that go to producers (cooperatives) to help them cover costs for sustainable 

production. The money is meant to be used for improving the situation for the workers, 

farmers and the local communities. The workers or farmers have according to Fairtrade 

International the right to decide themselves how to invest this money. 

Environmental development: Here, the use of environmentally friendly agricultural 

practices is in focus. The standards include proper and safe management of waste, prevention 

of GMOs and an aim to minimize use of agrichemicals. 

Forced labour and child labour: These standards are focused on prohibition of child labour 

and forced labour. (Fairtrade International, 2011d) The standards regarding child labour 

follow the International Labour Organization (ILO) Convention 182, concerning the worst 

forms of child labour, and ILO Convention 138, concerning minimum working age. (Fairtrade 

International, 2011c, p. 4) 
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2.2.2 Fair Trade USA 

Fair Trade USA (2010a), the leading third-party certifier of Fair Trade products in the United 

States, owns the label Fair Trade Certified and conducts its business through a vision of 

empowering family farmers and workers in the world. They certify a wide range of products 

including e.g. commodities, clothing and body care (Fair Trade USA, 2010b). Fair Trade 

USA (2013) has developed standards that must be followed by producers in order for them to 

be Fair Trade Certified. Their standards are divided into four main categories; empowerment, 

economic development, social responsibility and environmental stewardship. 

2.2.3 Rainforest Alliance 

Like the other Fair Trade organisations the Rainforest Alliance Certified seal can be found on 

a wide range of commodities, but also on timber, paper and other products derived from the 

forest. Their mission and goals are similar to the ones of other Fair Trade organisations, 

concerning the commitment to improve the lives of farmers and farm workers in the 

developing world, but their focus and strategy differ. (Rainforest Alliance, 2013) 

2.2.4 UTZ Certified 

UTZ works according to a “big picture” approach that the organisation believes is the only 

way to achieve sustainable production of cocoa, coffee and tea. To become UTZ certified 

several requirements must be met; better farming methods, better working conditions, better 

care for nature and better care for next generations. The requirements are set to contribute to 

better crop, better income, better environment and better life. (UTZ Certified, 2013) 

2.2.5 Fair Trade Federation 

The Fair Trade Federation, or FTF, is a trade organisation that aims to promote North 

American companies that are committed to Fair Trade. It is part of the global Fair Trade 

movement and member of the WFTO. To become a member of Fair Trade Federation, 

organisations must be committed to the Fair Trade principles developed by WFTO that 

presented earlier in this chapter. Only when they pass the screening process they are admitted 

as members and can display the FTF logotype on their products. (Fair Trade Federation, 

2013) 

2.2.6 EFTA 

EFTA (European Fair Trade Association) was founded in 1987 in the Netherlands and 

includes 10 Fair Trade importers of 9 countries in Europe. The aim of the organisation is to 

give support to its members and their work and to encourage cooperation and coordination. 

EFTA has established standards for living and working conditions, exchange of information 

and networking. EFTA also aims for identifying and developing joint projects through 

organising meetings and share information to all its members. (EFTA, 2012a) The members 

of EFTA (2012b) are: Claro (Switzerland), CTM altromercato (Italy), EZA Fairer Handel 

GmbH (Austria), Fair Trade Original (The Netherlands), gepa (Germany), Intermon Oxfam 

(Spain), Oxfam-Magasins du monde (Belgium), Oxfam-Wereldwinkels (Belgium), 

Solidar'Monde (France) and Traidcraft Plc (United Kingdom). 
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2.3 Fairtrade: facts and figures 

2.3.1 Sales figures and products 

In 2011 Fairtrade products sold for € 4.9 billion in stores worldwide, a 12% increase from the 

previous year (Fairtrade International, 2012, p. 3). Europe is the largest market for Fairtrade 

products, accounting for about 70% of worldwide sales, while USA holds a strong second 

position at about 20% (Fairtrade International, 2012, p. 12). One reason for the relatively low 

sales in the US could be the competition of Fair Trade USA (2012), the leading third party 

certifier of Fair Trade products in the United States. They reported a 75% increase in sales for 

2011, and by adding the Fair Trade USA label to a product, sales have been shown to increase 

with around 10% (Hainmueller et al., 2011). However, Fairtrade has also been introduced to 

other markets and the sales show a promising future. In 2011 the sales in South Africa 

increased with 283%, and in South Korea Fairtrade products sold for € 17 million the first 

year of introduction. 

Internationally-agreed generic Fairtrade criteria exist for the following commodity products; 

Food products: bananas, cocoa, coffee, cotton, dried fruit, fresh fruit and fresh vegetables, 

honey, juices, nuts/oil seeds and purees, quinoa, soy beans and pulses, rice, herbs and spices, 

sugar, tea, wine.  

Non-food products: cotton, cut flowers, ornamental plants, sport balls. In each category there 

is a list of certified producer organisations maintained by a FLO register. (Fairtrade 

Foundation, 2011b)  

The six biggest Fairtrade products are;  

Bananas - Colombia, Dominican Republic, Peru and Ecuador are the main producing 

countries, estimated Fairtrade Premium in 2011: € 13.9 million.  

Cocoa - The majority of Fairtrade cocoa comes from West Africa, but there are also many 

new producer groups for speciality cocoa in Latin America, estimated Fairtrade Premium in 

2011: € 6.9 million.  

Coffee - Latin America is the main source of Fairtrade coffee, however, around half of the 

new applicants were from Africa and Asia. In 2011 the Premium was doubled to 20 USD 

cents/lb, and the estimated Fairtrade Premium: € 28.9 million.  

Cotton - 97% of Fairtrade cotton comes from India and West & Central Africa, estimated 

Fairtrade Premium in 2011: € 1.1 million. Soon a new ‘cotton model’ will be launched, 

allowing significant growth in large mainstream markets from 2013 onwards.  

Sugar - 80 % of Fairtrade sugar comes from ACP (Africa-Caribbean-Pacific) or Least 

Developed Countries, where sugar is often one of the most important sources of income. 

Estimated Fairtrade Premium in 2011: € 7.4 million. Tate & Lyle (a company making 

sweeteners) has in 2012 become the world’s biggest Fairtrade Premium payer.  

Tea - About 70% of Fairtrade tea comes from East Africa. Estimated Fairtrade Premium in 

2011: € 4.6 million. Switches by supermarkets in the UK and the Netherlands were the main 

drivers for continued sales growth. (Fairtrade International, 2012, pp. 14-15) 

The trend of companies converting their products to Fairtrade is clear. In 2009 Kraft’s 

Cadbury Dairy Milk, Starbuck’s espresso-based coffee, Nestle’s four-finger KitKat all 

switched to use Fairtrade certified cocoa. Furthermore Sainsbury’s announced their 
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commitment to convert all their tea and coffee, Morrison’s to convert all their roast and 

ground coffee, Tesco to convert Tesco Finest Tea, and Tate & Lyle to convert their retail 

sugar. Big steps has also been taken in the cosmetics industry since Fairtrade introduced new 

standards, companies like Boots, Lush, Bubble & Balm, and Neal’s Yard have all introduced 

Fairtrade lines. (Fairtrade Foundation, 2010) In 2011 Mars announced that they are committed 

to source 100% of their cocoa from sustainable sources by 2020. Their first product to be 

launched under these conditions is Fairtrade certified Maltesers. The change is expected to 

contribute with about $ 1 million to Fairtrade cocoa farmers annually. Except from Fairtrade 

Mars is also looking at UTZ Certified and Rainforest alliance. (O’Reilly and Baker, 2011, p. 

5) 

2.3.2 Minimum price and price premium 
The Fairtrade Minimum Price, where it exists, is the lowest possible price that buyers must 

pay to producers for a product to become certified according to the Fairtrade Standards. The 

minimum price covers producers' average costs of production and allows them access to their 

product markets. It represents a formal safety net protecting producers from being forced to 

sell their products at too low a price when the market price is lower. (Fairtrade International, 

2011c, p. 5) The minimum price is not fixed, but the lowest possible starting point for price 

negotiations between producer and buyer. When the world market price falls below a 

sustainable level, the minimum price is supposed to act as a safety net for farmers. But, if the 

market price is higher, the buyer must pay that price as minimum. A higher price can also be 

negotiated depending on for example quality. Other benefits of the standards are that farmers 

are able to ask for partial pre-payment (especially important for small-scale farmers), and that 

the buyers are required to enter into long-term trading relationships, enabling producers to 

predict their income and plan for the future. (Fairtrade Foundation, 2011b) 

The Fairtrade Premium is paid in addition to the payment for the products to the producer 

organisations. It may be used for investment in the producers’ business, livelihood and 

community (for a small producer organisation or contract production set-up) or for the 

socioeconomic development of the workers and their community (for a hired labour 

situation). The use of the premium is democratically decided by the producer organisations. 

(Fairtrade International, 2011c, p. 5) The premium is fixed by the FLO Standards Unit and 

does not depend on the price paid for the products (Fairtrade Foundation, 2011b). In 2009-10, 

the average premium per member/worker was estimated to € 54 and has increased 

significantly since previous years (Fairtrade, 2011e, pp. 14-15). Data from 2011 shows that 

more than 30% of the producer organisations sell 90% or more as Fairtrade. On the other hand 

more than 20% of the producer organisations reported less than 10% of total sales as 

Fairtrade. Figure 3 shows the full distribution, with an average around 50-60% of total sales 

(Fairtrade International, 2011e, p. 40). 
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Figure 3 – Fairtrade sales as a proportion of total sales 

2.3.3 Finances and governmental support 

In 2011, Fairtrade International had an income of € 16 million, of which 50% were 

membership fees and 45% grants (Fairtrade International, 2012, pp. 16-17). The board is 

made up by representatives from producer networks, labelling initiatives, traders and 

independent experts, and determines the long-term strategic direction of Fairtrade. In areas 

such as standards and finance, sub-committees provide expertise and oversight (p. 18). Much 

of the support that Fairtrade gets is through governmental aid, cooperation and the use of 

Fairtrade cities. In Sweden, there are 56 municipalities that have been certified as “Fairtrade 

cities”. In order to become a “Fairtrade city”, the municipality has to meet certain criteria 

regarding ethical procurement, active information work, and offer a variety of Fairtrade 

products in local stores and workplaces (Fairtrade Sweden, 2013d). Furthermore, on the 6th of 

July, 2006, the European Parliament adopted a resolution on Fair Trade and Development (ref 

nr: A6-0207/2006) indicating the Parliament's full support for the concept of Fair Trade. 

European public authorities are major consumers of such products for use in canteens, 

vending machines and catering at events and meetings. Their purchasing power is a huge 

opportunity for boosting the sales of Fair Trade products, and the benefits for authorities 

include contribution to sustainable development, good image, value for money, and an 

attractive, stable and transparent market. (ICLEI, 2006, p. 2) 

Fairtrade Sweden is made up by ‘Fairtrade Sverige AB’, a corporation owned by the Swedish 

church and blue collar-trade union, and ‘Föreningen för Fairtrade Sverige’, a non-profit 

association owned by its member organisations (Fairtrade Sweden, 2013c). Their mission is to 

increase the supply and demand of Fairtrade products through increasing consumers’ 

knowledge about Fairtrade, sublicensing and promoting the brand (Fairtrade Sweden, 2011, p. 

5). A Swede on average spends € 14/year on Fairtrade products and the most popular products 

are coffee (almost half of total sales), bananas and wine (Fairtrade Sweden, 2011, p. 9). 
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2.3.4 Swedish retailers  

In Sweden 1601 Fairtrade certified products can now be found in Fairtrade Sweden’s (2013b) 

product database. In 2011, sales amounted to € 134 million increasing 17% from the previous 

year (Fairtrade International, 2012, p. 12). ICA and COOP are the two largest supermarket 

chains in Sweden. This subchapter describes their work with and view of Fair Trade products. 

ICA: The ethical brands approved by ICA (2013) include Fairtrade, UTZ Certified and 

Rainforest Alliance. Between 2011 and 2012, the sales of these products increased with 27% 

and the number of certified product increased from 79 to 116. Their ‘Fairtrade Top-5 sales’ 

products are 1) bananas, 2) coffee, 3) ice cream, 4) candy (mostly chocolate), and 5) sugar. (p. 

98) ICA have since 2010 (ICA, 2012, p. 94) chosen to certify some of their own products with 

these ethical brands and that development will be continued and applied to more ‘ICA-

labelled’ products (ICA, 2013, p. 105). Now, 17 ICA-labelled products can be found in 

Fairtrade Sweden’s (2013b) product database. In ‘Sustainable Brands 2012’ where 8000 

consumers ranked 200 companies regarding environmental work and social responsibility 

ICA was awarded 2nd place. They also received an award for their magazine ‘Buffé’ where 

they communicate e.g. sustainability issues to their customers (ICA, 2013, p. 131). 

Environmental friendliness, ethics and working conditions in the production process are some 

of the key-issues mentioned for communication with consumers, and Fairtrade is one of the 

activities for realization (p. 133). ICA judges the expectation on them providing a wide 

assortment of Fairtrade and ethical products as very high among their stakeholders, and also 

that the economic and/or reputational value (p. 136). The overall strategic direction of ICA’s 

sustainability work is decided at corporate level and run through strategic- and business 

planning processes. The CEO holds the final responsibility for sustainability issues, but since 

2005 the executive management has been assisted by Business Ethics and Policy Committee 

led by the head of the Swedish Corporate Responsibility division. (p. 60) 

COOP: COOP has the largest range of ecological and Fairtrade certified products of all 

Swedish supermarkets and in 2011 they won the Fairtrade challenge after inviting 75000 

people to Fairtrade ‘fika’ (having a coffee and/or sweet snack) (KF, 2012, p. 7). Awarded nr 1 

Sustainable Brands (KF, 2012, p. 14). The number of Fairtrade certified products in 2011 

were 118 (KF, 2012, p. 14) of which 29 were products of their own brand COOP/Änglamark 

brand (Fairtrade Sweden, 2013b). COOP’s Fairtrade sales count for 0.4% of their total sales 

(KF, 2012, p. 15). In 2012 COOP increased the number of Fairtrade products to 145 (KF, 

2013b, p. 8). Their goal was to double the sales of Fairtrade products in 2010-12. However,  

in 2011 the sales were almost unchanged (KF, 2012, p. 7) and the total increase for that period 

landed on 24,5% (KF, 2013b, p. 8). Bananas are the most popular Fairtrade product and stand 

for around 29% of the Fairtrade sales, followed by coffee that stands for 25% (KF, 2013b, p. 

8). During 2012, COOP reviewed and improved their sustainability strategies by increasing 

their assortment of ecological, fair and environmentally and ethically friendly products (KF, 

2013b, p. 3). Moreover, COOP puts a high value in satisfying consumers and engages in 

several activities to build and strengthen relationships with customers. This is reflected in 

their presence in social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Instagram 

(KF, 2013a). On COOP’s website, consumers can also find a section with frequently asked 

questions, and contact information if they want to ask something that is not already answered 

in FAQ (KF, 2013a). COOP also provides a loyalty card, “MedMera”, which gives consumers 

special offers that allow them to save money (KF, 2013b). As part of their relationship 

building strategy, COOP offers consumers a variety of ecological and Fairtrade products (KF, 

2013b, p. 12). 
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Retailer experiences: At Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page, Fairtrade posted a couple of 

links to Fairtrade Sweden’s webpage where representatives from COOP and ICA share their 

experiences from “producer-trips” to Ecuador. Niklas Höglund, store manager at COOP 

Forum Falkenberg, stated that he could see that Fairtrade really makes a difference. He 

enjoyed listening to the producers who told them how a Fairtrade certified plantage differs 

from a non-certified plantage. Maria Lindström, representative from COOP Forum Bläckepol, 

liked to listen to Pablo Prieto who talked about how he became a producer and how he strictly 

follows the certification criteria in order to be able to sell Fairtrade certified bananas. Jonas 

Andersson, ICA’s manager for “Fruit and Vegetables”, remembers especially the meeting 

with the producer José Fernandez who made a big impression on him. (Fairtrade Sweden, 

2012)   
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3. SCIENTIFIC METHOD 
In the beginning of this chapter, the authors explain theoretical and practical pre-

understanding of the subject and how it may affect the degree project. Further, the chosen 

scientific approach is presented. The chapter ends with criticism of the sources that used in 

the research. 

3.1 Pre-understanding 

3.1.1 Theoretical pre-understanding and its implications 

Both authors of this thesis are students at the International Business Program at Umeå School 

of Business and Economics, and have participated in many courses within business 

administration at basic and advanced level. At master level Maria Busck has chosen to 

specialise in the field of marketing, and Sara Blomberg in International Business. We consider 

ourselves to have a relevant academic background and that our fields of interests will 

complement each other well and give us a good base to run our degree project of our chosen 

topic. Further, we believe that our background will serve as a good base and enable us to 

critically search for and analyse material. Our academic background will also help us to stay 

focused and not jump into things that are irrelevant for this degree project. 

We intend to be objective throughout this thesis, but are aware that our academic background 

can affect our choice of theories, analysis and critical evaluation of sources for example. We 

aim to present both negative and positive facts regarding Fair Trade, in order to reflect both 

sides in the on-going debate. We will not include our personal opinions, but cannot guarantee 

that our academic background does not have an unconscious subjective effect in our work. 

3.1.2 Practical pre-understanding and its implications 

Through an internship one of the authors, Sara Blomberg, gained insight in the Fair Trade 

industry which sparked a curiosity for further investigation. These insights concerned the 

working conditions, child labour and power relations in the cocoa industry, indicating 

problems throughout the whole value chain. The complexities of these issues are far more 

convoluted than one could imagine. This experience contributes to a better understanding of 

the industry, both when it comes to uncover lack of information and to acknowledge real 

progress. We believe that these insights constitute an advantageous basis for our 

understanding of the subject. 

Since we are consumers ourselves, we have our personal attitudes toward and purchasing 

behaviour regarding Fairtrade products. Although we strive for being objective throughout 

our research, we cannot guarantee that our own experience as consumers do not affect our 

work. Since the subject of Fair Trade is up to date we are exposed to information about it 

through different media channels, and also through discussions with friends, family, students 

and other people we meet. Our aim is to not let these influences have a subjective effect in our 

thesis. 
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3.2 Methodological Awareness 

3.2.1 Research Philosophy 

Dating back to the pre-eighteenth century, science was defined as “a body of general 

knowledge, which strives to enhance understanding of natural and social phenomena” 

(Raadshelder, 2011, p. 918). This definition was narrowed by David Hume, during the 

Enlightenment era of the eighteenth century. Hume made a clear distinction between facts and 

values, where facts are seen as the object of science and values the object of opinions and 

politics (Raadshelders, 2011, pp. 917-918). In a broader context, the definition of science has 

an emphasis on ontology and epistemology and thereby reflects the relationship between the 

researchers and the object of knowledge (Raadshelder, 2011, p. 918). According to David & 

Sutton (2011, p. 39) the choice of epistemology is based on the researcher’s assumptions 

about being human. The choice of ontology on the other hand is highly concerned with ethics. 

Ontology is the nature of reality (Raadshelders, 2011, p. 918) and is concerned with questions 

regarding what exists and questions of being (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 625). Epistemology 

is about knowledge and how it can be achieved and assessed (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 

615). Methodology is concerned with how we can know and is thereby focused on methods 

(Raadshelders, 2011, p. 918). 

Positivism is an epistemological position which states that knowledge about the world can be 

independent from ethical evaluation (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 628). Our knowledge is 

according to this philosophy built on observable facts (Raadshelder, 2011, p. 918). 

Researchers gain knowledge through collection of these facts and research must be conducted 

in a value-free way. A positivist epistemology is connected to an objective ontology, where 

objective knowledge is gained through value-free data collection (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 

76). Among researchers, objectivism is most tradition within positivism while subjectivism is 

connected to interpretivism which is the opposite of positivism. (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 

36) While positivists see humans as the “product of external causes”, interpretivists instead 

argue for the “capacity of humans to create meaning and to live by meaningful systems of 

belief” (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 37). Regarding the research approach, the positivistic 

perspective is connected to deduction, where theories or hypotheses are tested and knowledge 

gained from the result (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 76). Interpretivism is connected to 

induction, where theories are created from the knowledge gained from the research (David 

and Sutton, 2011, p. 613). 

In our degree project, we aim to be emotionally neutral and to not let our personal feelings or 

experience affect the way we collect, present and analyse the information we find. Our 

knowledge about our chosen topic will be based on information just as it is presented to us, 

indicating a positivistic methodology. We will not try to analyse and interpret information 

beyond what is clearly expressed. (Raadshelder, 2012, p. 918) Furthermore, we seek to be 

objective because subjectivity would have a negative effect on our possibility to make a 

value-free contribution to the Fair Trade movement. 

Our chosen research method, content analysis, can be conducted in both a qualitative and 

quantitative way depending on if the data will be counted or compared and further analysed 

(David & Sutton, 2011, p. 610). It has been described as an appropriate research approach for 

objective data collection since there is transparency in the process where researchers 

categorise the data that is collected so that personal biases affect as little as possible (Bryman 

& Bell, 2011, pp. 289-290).  Since we are mainly interested in words rather than numbers, our 

study can primarily be considered as qualitative (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 717). Even though 

qualitative research methods are associated with subjectivism and interpretivism there are 
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some exceptions (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 27). We will neither interpret the data, nor include 

subjective analysis in our content analysis research method. We will base our qualitative data 

parameters on the outcome of previous research, and these parameters will be chosen 

according to their stated theoretical importance and the collected data will be summarised and 

narrated in an objective manner. 

3.2.2 Research approach 

According to David and Sutton (2011, p. 5) the choice of research approach should be based 

on what the researcher wants to find out. Regarding the relationship between theory and 

research, there are two perspectives that can be applied; deduction and induction. Deduction is 

the most common perspective among researchers (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 11). In a 

deductive approach researchers move from theories to empirical data as the research is based 

on stated hypotheses that are tested (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 83). In an inductive research 

approach, theories are created from the data that has been collected and researchers apply it 

when they want to explore a specific field (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 13). Induction is 

associated with qualitative studies, while deduction is connected to quantitative research 

(Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 27). However, there are qualitative studies that are conducted 

through deduction and quantitative studies that are conducted through induction even if it is 

less common (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 84). 

In our degree project we will analyse our data in both quantitative and qualitative ways. By 

basing our research on the theoretical framework and still analysing the data in a qualitative 

manner, it enables a mix of testing theory and creating theory. We primarily seek to find out if 

the information we have collected cohere with the existing theory that we have studied. At the 

same time, we are open for new correlations in our data that has not been discovered before. 

Since we cannot know beforehand what information will be revealed, inductive as well as 

deductive contributions are possible.  

3.2.3 Research design 

There are two types of research methods that researchers can apply; qualitative and 

quantitative (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 26). Qualitative research is concerned with data of 

words rather than numbers and is associated with an inductive research strategy and 

interpretivism where data collection and analysis are performed with subjectivity (Bryman & 

Bell, 2011, p. 27). Quantitative research emphasises numbers in data collection and analysis 

rather than words. In contrast to qualitative research, a quantitative method is connected to 

deduction and objectivism and research is typically conducted with a positivistic perspective 

on the relationship between theory and research (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 27). 

In our degree project, we have chosen to conduct a content analysis of the communication and 

interaction on Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page, where qualitative and quantitative data are 

combined. Because we have chosen to conduct our study on a social media website, our 

research method is similar to “social media monitoring”, or SMM (Branthwaite and Patterson, 

2011, p. 435)
1
. SMM is generally described as an observational, passive and quantitative 

research approach where the researcher collects and analyse data of social media 

communication (Branthwaite and Patterson, 2011, p. 431).  However, what makes our 

research different from the SMM approach is that emphasis will we put on the qualitative data 

(posts and comments). Quantitiative data (numbers and frequencies) will be used as support to 

                                                 
1
 Branthwaite and Patterson (2011) discuss issues regarding the use of qualitative methods for consumer 

research in comparison with other techniques such as SMM. Their article ‘The power of qualitative research in 

the era of social media’ was published in Qualitative Market Research: An International Journal. 
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the qualitative data, and thus not the focus. (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 717) Combining 

qualitative and quantitative data enable us to explore relations between different theoretical 

parameters. We will conduct the content analysis in several steps, where the first step is 

quantitative since we focus on quantitative data and categorise information into quantitative 

categories. Next we apply a qualitative analysis technique and look into words expressed in 

the data we have categorised. Our analysis parameters will be based on the outcome of 

previous research. The parameters will be chosen according to their stated theoretical 

importance and our collected data will be summarized and narrated in an objective manner. 

3.3 Criticism of sources 

In this degree project we seek to be objective and to present a fair, unbiased and credible view 

of the reality. We have used sources from books, scientific articles, different media, websites 

and reports. We have searched for relevant scientific articles through the database Business 

Source Premier, and to assure the trustworthiness we have chosen to only use information 

from articles that have been peer reviewed and published in well-known academic journals. 

Most articles are directly related to marketing and business ethics. Other articles cover 

relevant topics within social science and scientific methodology. For our methodology chapter 

we have used books and articles about research methods and academic writing, in order to 

understand important concepts and philosophies within research. To get a fair and correct 

view of the current situation of our chosen topic we have focused on first hand and up to date 

information from articles published in the 21st century. However, in order to understand the 

historical development the time of publication for our sources has not been restricted. Some of 

the articles used are based on small sample studies where the results can be questioned, but 

most of them point in the same direction which therefore increases their trustworthiness. To 

enable a comprehensive theoretical overview we have therefore chosen to include them in our 

paper. 

To get a better understanding of methodology and research methods, reputable books have 

been reviewed, supplemented with topic specific academic articles. It has contributed to 

guidance in the choice of the most suitable method for our research purpose and better 

understanding of perspectives of reality and knowledge, and their relationship. 

Since we conduct a study about the Fair Trade movement, with a focus on the organisation 

Fairtrade, we have considered it relevant and important to take part of and apply information 

that is available from the web. Most information retrieved from websites present opinions and 

facts provided by the organisations that are of interest for us. 
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4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Due to the quest for a more theory-based discussion in Fair Trade consumption research 

(Andorfer and Liebe, 2012), the theoretical framework is quite extensive and covers several 

different research areas. To facilitate the reading experience every subchapter therefore 

include an introducing summary. Figure 4 introduces the theoretical framework by 

visualising the actors and factors that will be examined. All actors are connected to all 

factors, as well as they are all interlinked to each other. 

 

   Figure 4 - Theoretical framework. 

4.1 Consumer Behaviour 

This section starts off with a presentation of the well-known attitude-behaviour gap that exists 

in Fair Trade consumption theory. Alternative factors for its existence are discussed by 

researchers, but the reason for its existence has not yet been shown. Moreover, the section on 

ethical and political consumerism deals with consumers’ awareness and concern that 

influence their purchasing behaviour. As a reply to consumerism companies have included 

ethics in their branding strategies. This section ends with a discussion about the role of 

information and communication within Fair Trade consumption. 

4.1.1 Attitude-behaviour gap 

An attitude is, according to Solomon et al. (2010, p. 275) a “lasting, general evaluation of 

people (including oneself), objects, advertisements or issues”, while behaviour demonstrates a 

person's action regarding an attitude object. The existence of attitudes could be understood 

through the different attitude functions that Katz has identified (Katz, 1960, p. 163). First, an 

attitude can have a utilitarian function (Katz, 1960, p. 170) which is related to reward and 

punishment. Here, a consumer's attitude towards a product depends on whether the product is 

expected to provide pleasure or pain (Katz, 1960, pp. 170-171). Attitudes with a value-
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expressive function (Katz, 1960, p. 173) are related to consumers' willingness to express 

certain values or self-concept. Rather than physical attributes, attitudes toward a product are 

based on what they say about the consumer as a person and a person’s social identity. The 

third function is the ego-defensive function (Katz, 1960, p. 172), where attitudes are meant to 

protect a person from internal emotions or external threats. It is concerned with social images, 

where products could serve as expressions of a desired image. Finally, attitudes can have a 

knowledge function (Katz, 1960, p. 175) and be a result from need for order, meaning or 

structure. 

Researchers have identified three components that an attitude consist of; affect, behaviour and 

cognition. Together, these components are called the “ABC model of attitudes” and are 

concerned with the mix of knowing, feeling and doing. Affect is concerned with how a 

consumer feels about a specific attitude object. Behaviour refers to the intentions a person has 

to act in a certain way regarding an attitude object. Cognition is defined as the beliefs a 

consumer holds regarding an attitude object. The impact of the ABC model of attitudes can be 

explained through the concept of “hierarchy of effects”.  (Solomon et al., 2010, p. 277) 

In the standard learning hierarchy, consumers first form beliefs about a specific product by 

gaining knowledge of relevant attributes of it.  After this, the beliefs are evaluated and certain 

feelings about the product are formed. At this stage, consumers have become affected. In the 

final step the consumer engage in a certain behaviour that is based on the evaluation, for 

example buying the specific product. This standard learning hierarchy often result in loyalty 

of the consumers towards the certain product. In the low-involvement hierarchy, the 

consumers do not have any strong preferences toward a specific brand.  Instead, they base 

their decision on the limited knowledge they have. The evaluation of the product is done after 

the purchase or usage. The attitude towards the product is created through behavioural 

learning and dependent on consumers’ good or bad experiences with the product after 

purchase or usage. In this process, products are not important or involving for the consumer, 

indicating that consumers are not motivated to take in complex information about the brand or 

product. This makes it even more important for businesses and especially marketers to use 

different stimuli to pursue and attract consumers and make them willing to buy it. Finally, in 

the experiential hierarchy consumers choose to engage in a certain behaviour based on 

emotional reactions. Here, consumers’ evaluations of a product act as the core of an attitude. 

Attitudes can be formed through intangible attributes of the product such as brand name. The 

mood of the consumer when he or she is exposed to information about a certain product can 

also influence how the information is processed and evaluated. (Solomon et al., 2010, p. 278-

279) 

Attitudes have been found to have a strong influence on consumers' purchasing strategies and 

behaviours. Recently, consumers have increasingly formed a responsibility attitude towards 

issues that do not affect themselves directly. Ethical concerns gain a greater importance in 

consumers' attitudes and purchasing behaviour. These concerns include environmental harm, 

poor working conditions and unfair trade and have contributed to an interest in Fair Trade and 

specifically Fair Trade consumption (Strong, 1996, p. 9). According to Wheeler (2012, p. 

127), consumers base their choices to buy Fair Trade products on their attitudes toward and 

awareness of the impact of their consumption choices on the lives of poor farmers in 

developing countries where Fair Trade products are produced. Furthermore, the support for 

Fairtrade has been shown to be influenced by knowledge about the aims of the Fair Trade 

movement, as well as the ability and opportunity to learn about them (Wheeler, 2012, p. 130).  
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Attitudes toward Fair Trade and specifically products with the Fairtrade mark have been 

shown to be generally positive among the consumers, but research also shows that the positive 

attitudes are not really reflected in the actual sales of Fair Trade products. Researchers have 

found a gap between consumers' attitudes and actual purchasing behaviour regarding 

Fairtrade. This could depend on several factors, but researchers have not yet identified for 

what reason or reasons and this gap exists. (Andorfer & Liebe, 2012) 

Researchers have applied the basic economics model in studies regarding Fair Trade 

consumption, where the assumption is that when consumers have different alternatives, they 

choose the alternative that will maximise their utility. The model uses price and budget 

restriction as factors that primarily influence the purchase choice. When applied to 

consumption, utility is maximised through the choice that is expected to give the consumer 

the highest utility per cost unit, and thereby the preferences of the consumers are revealed. 

Regarding Fairtrade consumption, consumers are expected to be willing to pay a premium for 

Fairtrade products since it gives them extra utility. (Andorfer & Liebe, 2012, p. 417) 

Willingness to pay for Fair Trade and other ethical labelled products, such as organic, have 

been shown to be principally linked to consumers’ general  environmental and societal 

concerns (Didier & Lucie, 2008, p. 487). Most researchers have come to the conclusion that 

ethics are most important in consumers’ decisions and that organic and Fair Trade labels 

increase consumers’ buying intentions for such products. However, in a study by Didier and 

Lucie (2008, p. 487) it was shown that a large amount, nearly half of their sample, of 

consumers were totally insensitive to social or ethical labels on products. For these 

consumers, price is considered to be the most important factor in their purchasing behaviour 

rather than ethical values (Didier & Lucie, 2008, p. 487). In their study, Didier and Lucie 

(2008, p. 487) also found that although consumers are concerned about ethics they are not yet 

willing to pay much more for Fair Trade or organic labelled products. 

Another theory concerned with consumer attitudes and Fair Trade consumption is the theory 

of planned behaviour, TPB, which was developed by Ajzen (1991). Here the behaviour of 

interest (buying Fair Trade products) is determined by a consumer’s intention to perform this 

behaviour. This is in turn affected by the attitude towards this behaviour (positive or negative 

towards purchasing Fair Trade products), subjective norms (consumer’s perceived social 

pressure to buy Fair Trade products), and perceived behavioural control (perceived difficulty 

and obstacles involved in buying Fair Trade products) (Ajzen, 1991). This model was 

extended by Shaw et al. (2000) and Ozcaglar-Toulouse (2006) who add ethical obligation and 

self-identity to factors that affect consumers’ behavioural intention to purchase Fair Trade 

products. Other extensions of Ajzen’s TPB model concern formation of ethical beliefs, 

volitional and motivational processes, consumers’ neutralisation mechanisms, and consumer 

socialisation processes. De Pelsmacker and Janssens (2007) state that purchases of Fair Trade 

products are based on a general attitude towards the Fair Trade issue in general, as well as a 

specific attitude towards Fair Trade products. They suggest that if consumers were better 

informed about Fair Trade products, their buying intentions would increase, and the gap 

between attitude and behaviour regarding Fair Trade consumption would diminish. However, 

researchers recommend more research about the gap and the reasons for it to exist (Andorfer 

& Liebe, 2012). Balineau and Dufeu (2010) provide an additional explanation of the attitude-

behaviour gap. They believe that the gap exists partly due to the uncertainty concerning Fair 

Trade’s effectiveness. Consumers may be willing to pay more for ‘fairer traded goods’, but 

they might not be convinced that the Fair Trade goods live up to their criteria of fairer trade 

conditions. 
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4.1.2 Ethical and political consumerism 

Ethical consumerism has gained a great influence in how business is conducted today (Singh 

et al., 2012, p. 541). It originates from and adheres to many principles of environmental 

consumerism, where consumers avoid products that could be harmful for the environment 

(Strong, 1996, p. 11). The main difference between these two is that ethical consumerism is 

also about concern for the people or workers who produce the products (Strong, 1996, p. 5). 

Strong (1996, p. 5) defines ethical consumerism as “buyer behaviour that reflects a concern 

about the producers in poor countries that are paid low wages to produce cheap products for 

Western consumers and profits for multinational companies”. In an article by Witkowski 

(2005, p. 27), ethical consumerism is described as “a philosophy where moral criteria are 

applied to buyer behaviour” (Shaw & Newholm, 2002, p. 171). These ethical criteria and 

willingness to support the producers have contributed to the development of political 

consumerism, where consumers express their values through purchasing or non-purchasing 

behaviours.  Through activities such as boycotting and buycotting, consumers can express 

their political and/or ethical standpoint (Howard and Allen, 2010, p. 246). Boycotting is a 

form of consumer activism, where consumers collectively refuse to purchase until a specific 

demand is fulfilled (Howard and Allen, 2010, p. 246). The opposite of boycotting is 

buycotting where consumers can take action to express a positive attitude towards a brand or 

product. Here, consumers show their support and positive attitude towards a product or brand 

through purchasing. They choose to do something rather than avoid doing something, to 

express their values (Howard and Allen, 2010, p. 248). The political consumerism has further 

contributed to a demand from consumers to be provided with more information from 

organisations. Consumers want reliable and comprehensive information that can guide and 

allow them to make ethical and wise purchasing choices, (Wheeler, 2012, p. 126) and use 

their buyer power as a vote. Because of this, the role of labelling has also gained increased 

importance.  

Research shows that consumers’ purchasing behaviour now is more driven by social factors 

and ethical standpoint, rather than quality and price (Bussey, 2006, p. 17). A study conducted 

on European consumers in 2001, showed that 70% of consumers believe that social 

responsibility of companies is an important factor when making a purchasing decision (Singh 

et al., 2012, p. 541). 

The social and ethical consumption are also influenced by desired social identity, where 

consumers use consumption to express self-meaning and self-image and try to find out who 

they are according to themselves and to others (Andorfer & Liebe, 2012, p. 419). According 

to Solomon et al. (2010, p. 144), there are different perspectives of themselves that consumers 

can have. These selves affect their consumption habits, for example through strives to live up 

to the society’s expectations on how they should look and act. The self-concept is about the 

beliefs that persons have about their own attributes, and how they evaluate these. (Solomon et 

al., 2010, p. 144) Self-esteem is about the positivity of a person’s self-concept. High self-

esteem is associated with people who expect to succeed, and therefore are willing to take 

more risks. They also feel comfortable in the centre of people’s attention. People with low 

self-esteem, on the other hand, do not believe that they will perform well and avoid 

everything that can cause embarrassment, failure or rejection. Marketers have realised that 

they can influence the consumers’ levels of self-esteem with advertisements. Ads can 

contribute to social comparison, where consumers compare and evaluate themselves with the 

models in these pictures or videos (Solomon et al., 2010 p. 144). The aim with self-esteem 

advertising is to change consumers’ attitudes toward a product by creating a positive feeling 

of the self that becomes connected to the specific product. 
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An individual’s self-esteem is further influenced by the comparison between his or her actual 

or real self and ideal self or desired attributes (Solomon et al., 2010, p. 145). The actual self is 

the realistic version of the self, i.e. how a person actually is, while the ideal self represents 

what a person would like to be (Solomon et al., 2010, p. 145). Furthermore, when consumers 

make purchases they tend to engage in impression management, where they buy specific 

products in order to impress on others. These ideals are shaped by the consumer’s culture 

(Solomon et al., 2010, p. 145), including advertisements, movies, celebrities and more. 

Research shows that consumers’ relationships with others have a strong influence in the 

process of forming the self, known as symbolic interactionism (Solomon et al., 2010, p. 148). 

Regarding Fair Trade, consumers’ engagement in Fair Trade consumption has been shown to 

be influenced by his or her social networks and involvement with other consumers (Wheeler, 

2012, p. 138). When consumers make purchasing decisions, they often think about how other 

people will react which is known as the looking-glass self. The products consumers buy can 

also serve as extensions to their self. Here, external objects comprise the extended self where 

products are seen as part of a consumer’s identity (Solomon, et al., 2010, p. 152). 

Research further shows that consumers purchase Fair Trade products because they want to 

express not only a political or ethical standpoint, but also a moral dimension of their self. 

Today’s consumers are aware that their purchasing choices tell something about who they are, 

and this has an effect on their consumption behaviour. Therefore, consumption behaviour 

affects the consumer’s social relations and the formation of his or her personal identity. 

Political consumerism, or the use of consumption as a vote, is common among consumers that 

buy Fair Trade products. Research shows that these ethical consumers feel good about 

themselves when doing good for others, and also express a moral identity of being good 

(Wheeler, 2012, p. 133). Consumers who support Fairtrade have explained that they feel 

proud of themselves when making these ethical consumption choices and thereby were “doing 

good” (Wheeler, 2012, p. 134). This behaviour can be referred to as alternative hedonism, 

where consumers feel a moral pleasure from making a consumption choice that they know 

will “make a difference” (Wheeler, 2012, p. 134). This could be a reason for the global 

growth of Fairtrade consumption, where individual consumers purchase Fair Trade products 

to vote for a fairer trade (Wheeler, 2012, p. 127).  

In order to engage in ethical consumption, consumers need to be guided. They want to be 

provided with “right” information so they can make wise purchasing choices (Wheeler, 2012, 

p. 126) and use their buyer power as a vote. They want information about for example 

production and processing practices and potential health risks from consuming different 

products (Tronstad et al., 2005, p. 10) This information demand is rooted in ethical and also 

political consumerism, and is hypothesised to be continuously developing (Strong, 1996, p. 

10). When consumers once have been become better informed about the offered products, 

they will start to demand even more and even better information (Strong, 1996, p. 10).  

4.1.3 Branding 

Since consumers do not have direct contact with the producers of products they purchase, the 

role of branding and labels have become important in ethical and Fairtrade consumption 

(Tronstad et al., 2005, p. 8). AMA (2013) defines and explains branding as “a customer 

experience represented by a collection of images and ideas; often, it refers to a symbol such as 

a name, logo, slogan, and design scheme”. Terms such as social labelling (Andorfer & Liebe, 

p. 418) and eco-labels (Howard & Allen, 2010, p. 245) are commonly used to describe 

“voluntary identifiers on goods and services that represent ecological or ethical criteria” 

(Howard & Allen, 2010, p. 245). Labels that are provided by third party organisations, that set 

standards for certificating different products, contribute to extra trust. Moreover, companies 
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that sell certificated products can with these labels communicate their ethical orientation, and 

provide valuable information to consumers. This information includes for example production 

and trading processes which are relevant for Fair Trade products (Howard and Allen, 2010). 

These labels can work as facilitators for consumers and their ethical consumption activities 

and are assumed to have a positive effect on consumers’ attitudes to Fair Trade, since 

information asymmetry between producers and consumers is considered to be reduced (De 

Pelsmacker et al., 2005). 

There are different communication strategies used by companies and that affect consumers’ 

attitudes in different ways. Today, there are many labels visible and available to consumers 

which have caused confusion. Consumers have become insecure about what the different 

labels stand for, and have started to question whether the labels really can be trusted (Hughes, 

2008, p. 42). Confusion and insecurity among consumers have contributed to increased 

importance of reputation of a specific store or brand (Castaldo et al., 2009, p. 2). Regarding 

Fairtrade consumption, it has been shown that consumers buy Fairtrade products because they 

care about the producers but also because they feel that they can trust the Fairtrade label 

(Fairtrade, 2005, p. 1). 

According to Solomon et al. (2010, p. 349), brand loyalty refers to “repeat purchasing 

behaviour that reflects a conscious decision to continue buying the same brand”. Loyal 

consumers have a positive attitude towards the brand (Solomon et al., p. 350) and a bond that 

is difficult for competitors to break (Solomon et al. 2010, p. 5). Kim et al. (2010, p. 596) also 

includes relationships as a component of brand loyalty, saying that consumers develop a 

behavioural intention to maintain a relationship with a specific company through e.g. repeat 

purchases. Another source to brand loyalty is according to Kim et al. (2010, p. 596) a 

psychological commitment that consumers feel towards buying products from a specific 

brand. Kim et al., (2010, p. 596) furthermore present three criteria that have to be met to reach 

brand loyalty: First, the brand attribute beliefs have to be preferable in comparison to those of 

the existing alternatives. Secondly, the beliefs of consumers must be in line with an affective 

attitude towards the specific brand. Finally, the consumers’ intention to purchase a specific 

brand must be high. 

Research shows that loyalty makes consumers more resistant towards negative information 

about their favourite organisations and brands. When these organisations engage in “bad” 

activities, the loyal consumers tend to be more forgiving and continue to purchase their 

products as well as engage in positive word-of-mouth (Batra et al., 2012, p. 8). Loyalty, 

resistance and positive word-of-mouth are all components of the concept Brand Love (Batra et 

al., 2012). Researchers argue that love can be both interpersonal and non-interpersonal (Batra 

et al., 2012, p. 1). Brand Love is a form of non-interpersonal love that occurs when consumers 

experience a feeling of love towards a specific brand (Batra et al., 2012, p. 3). For consumers, 

love towards a brand is expressed through cognitions, emotions and behaviours that occur 

when they engage in consumption activities (Batra et al., 2012, p. 2). Brand love further 

means that consumers feel a more emotional bond and connectedness to a specific brand. 

They feel that the brand they love is deeply integrated with their personal core values which 

make them willing to create long-term commitment and relationships with the brand (Batra et 

al., 2012, p. 2).  

Today, there are several communication channels that can be used by organisations to 

enhance relationships with consumers. Social media offer two-way communication between 

consumers and businesses, and organisations have realised the great opportunities that these 

new social media channels can offer and have therefore increased their presence there. These 
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social networking websites have contributed to “branding communities” where consumers 

with an interest in a specific brand gather to share and take part of information about their 

favourite brands they have in common (Poynter, 2011, p. 26). Both companies and consumers 

are active at these communities, and for the companies it is up to them to what degree they 

want to participate. However, companies who are present at social media are expected to 

participate in two-way or “dialogue” communication, for example answer questions that 

consumers post to them on their “wall”, as well as provide updates about their organisation 

and its activities. According to GlobeScan (2011a) regular users of Facebook and other social 

media have higher expectations on companies regarding CSR and are more likely to act 

according to their values as consumers. 

4.2 Corporate Social Responsibility 
This section on company related theory address the role and responsibility of Fair Trade 

retailers. The retailers have recognised consumers’ ethical concerns and have, as a response, 

started to implement ethics in their business and marketing strategies. Research shows that 

companies are expected to take responsibility for their ethical claims by providing 

trustworthy and transparent information. Consumers see retailers as part of Fair Trade, but, 

unlike other actors in the supply chain, the responsibility of retailers lay outside the control of 

Fair Trade. Consumers’ confusion regarding who is responsible and what standards are 

applicable, has led to that some companies misuse Fair Trade labels to strengthen their 

brand. 

4.2.1 Responding to consumers’ demands 

Corporate Social Responsibility, or CSR, can be defined as “a concept whereby companies 

integrate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their 

interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis” (EC, 2001, p. 1). Consumers have 

become more interested in social behaviour of companies, which have contributed to that 

companies have adopted CSR policies in their business and marketing strategies (Castaldo et 

al., 2009, p. 1). Being socially responsible does not only mean to follow legal obligations, but 

also to invest and engage in o human capital, the environment and the relations with 

stakeholders (EC, 2001, p. 6). 

Consumers care more about ethics today and social behaviour of companies has become an 

important factor in their purchasing decisions (Castaldo et al., 2009, p. 1) If companies don’t 

live up to the social and ethical demands of consumers, their public image and relationships 

with consumers will be negatively affected (Berlan, 2008, p. 17). Ethical and political 

consumerism, have contributed to the greater importance of ethical behaviour of companies. 

Companies who have a “good” ethical image tend to attract more consumers to buy their 

products, while companies with a “bad” social behaviour tend to be punished (Castaldo et al., 

2009, p. 1).  Ethical behaviour of companies has been shown to contribute to increased loyalty 

and trust among consumers, and companies have therefore strong reasons to act ethically 

(Singh et al., 2012, p. 547). Brand loyalty can contribute to many advantages for 

organisations, such as repurchases, customer retention, recommendations to consumers and 

cross-selling opportunities (Singh et al., 2012, p. 547). Further, ethical behaviour of 

companies is expected to contribute to a competitive advantage in areas where trust is crucial 

in determining consumers’ choices (Castaldo et al., 2009, p. 12).   

Research findings also demonstrate that an organisation have to promote and show a 

corporate ethical behaviour to all its stakeholders in every situation one interacts with the 

brand or a specific product (Singh et al., 2012, p. 547). The brand can be seen as an 
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experience where retailers and sales personnel for example are seen as part of the specific 

brand (Singh et al., 2012, p. 547). Although Fair Trade certification and labelling 

organisations act as trust mediators, retailers also play an important role in this process 

(Castaldo et al., 2009, p. 12). There are several actors involved in the Fair Trade supply chain 

and the responsibility of each actor has been subject for several researches. The increased 

participation of retailers has contributed to increased sales of Fairtrade products (Dolan, 2010, 

p. 20). The different retailers range from small independently owned stores to large 

supermarket chains who sell branded Fairtrade products such as coffee and chocolate 

(Witkowski, 2005, p. 28).  

Since retailers decide what products they want to sell in their stores, research suggest that they 

also should take and feel responsibility for these products to achieve a good public image 

(Berlan, 2008, p. 17). This is further supported by the fact that consumers relate products and 

brands to the retailers rather than the producers when they purchase products (Strong, 1996, p. 

10). Retailers have a great opportunity to create extra value for consumers by promoting their 

products as fairly traded (Arnould et al., 2009, p. 188). However, by selling Fairtrade 

products, retailers are expected to have secure knowledge about and feel responsible for 

realising the Fair Trade purpose even if they are not the product certifiers (Berlan, 2008, p. 

17). When retailers sell and promote Fairtrade products, they also make promises to 

consumers, that  these products will contribute to better living and working conditions for the 

producers (Castaldo et al., 2009, p. 2), and consumers expect them to have secure knowledge 

that these promises are realised (Berlan, 2008, p. 17). When companies make a claim that they 

sell products that will benefit producers, they should base this claim on credible information 

(Berlan, 2008, p. 17). Consumers care about all objectives of Fairtrade, but fair prices to 

producers seems to be most important (Fairtrade Foundation, 2005, p. 1). However, 

consumers are not able to see if the promises actually are realised (Castaldo et al., 2009, p. 

12). 

4.2.2 Rights and obligations when selling certified products 

Consumers cannot be sure that Fair Trade products purchases actually contribute to realisation 

of better working conditions and incomes for the producers that are communicated by the 

ethical labels (Castaldo et al., 2009, p. 12). Since retailers often measure success of Fairtrade 

in terms of volume sold in their stores it is difficult to show that the Fairtrade products that 

consumers buy actually contribute to achievement of these objectives (Dolan, 2010, p. 20). 

Neither Fairtrade can tell how the minimum price that are guaranteed to producers, affects or 

is related to the final prices that retailers set on the Fairtrade products. Furthermore, Fairtrade 

states that it is impossible for them to know how the high the price consumers pay is in 

relation to the minimum price. (Fairtrade Foundation, 2005, p. 1) They say that there are so 

many products categories within Fairtrade and so many actors involved that it is not possible 

to generalise about the price relations.  Due to this lack of secure knowledge, the 

communicated CSR orientation and overall reputation of the companies who sell Fairtrade 

products have become important factors for competitive advantage and in Fairtrade 

consumption (Castaldo, et al., 2009, p. 2). 

Retailers do not have the same obligations as other actors in the Fairtrade supply chain 

(Dolan, 2010, p. 20). They are not required by FLO to follow the same strict requirements as 

for example producers, buyers and importers have to (Dolan, 2010, p. 20). Generally, retailers 

have been shown to boost Fairtrade consumption and that the total sales have increased with 

the increased participation of retailers in the Fairtrade supply chain. At the same time, there is 

a concern that the increased presence of retailers have contributed to a mainstreaming process 

of Fairtrade products and that this could threaten the realisation of the main objective to 
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support producers in developing countries (Dolan, 2010, p. 20). However, according to 

Doherty and Tranchell (2007 , p. 707) retailers’ presence in the Fairtrade supply chain 

contribute to Fairtrade products can reach and speak to a wider audience and thereby increase 

the support for Fairtrade and boost Fairtrade consumption. However, there is a great concern 

regarding the freedom of retailers in the price setting process for example.  

Retailers’ price setting on Fairtrade products is influenced by several factors (Fairtrade 

Foundation, 2005, p. 2). They are obliged set prices that the minimum price to producers that 

are guaranteed through Fairtrade. The guaranteed minimum price differs for the different 

regions that produce Fairtrade products, depending on production costs and ability to reach 

Fairtrade standards (Dolan, 2010, p. 20). Most retailers are trusted and believed to adhere to 

the Fairtrade principles and purpose, but there is a concern that several retailers on the market 

take advantage of their freedom at the expense of the producers (Dolan, 2010, pp. 20-23). 

Because retailers have no obligations to a specific producer, there is a risk that they encourage 

purchasers to buy from the region that has the lowest minimum price (Dolan, 2010, p. 22). 

Also, the fact that retailers are faced with price and product competition can contribute to 

price setting that affects producers negatively (Dolan, 2010, p. 20). 

Both branding and certificates provide consumers with more information to facilitate their 

purchasing decisions (Tronstad et al., 2005, p. 3). While companies’ and retailers’ own brands 

are managed by themselves, certificates or social labels are provided for products that fulfil 

specific production and quality requirements set by third party organisations (Tronstad et al., 

2005, pp. 8-9). Products that are certified and carry a social label can provide extra trust of 

consumers since the third party organisations that control the certifying process do not 

directly benefit from the sales of these products (Tronstad et al., 2005, p. 9). Retailers know 

that consumers are familiar with and have trust in social labels on products that are certified 

by third parties and have started to market and promote themselves by communicating that 

they sell these products. The awareness level of the Fairtrade label among consumers is 57%, 

making it the most recognised Fair Trade label in the world (Fairtrade International, 2011f). 

Consumers’ awareness and trust in the Fairtrade organisation could be reasons for that many 

retailers promote themselves by communicating they sell Fairtrade labelled products 

(Balmond, 2006). In 2006, the retailer Marks and Spencer launched a campaign where they 

communicated to consumers that they sell Fairtrade cotton. The purpose was to inform 

consumers about their ethical orientation and since consumers feel trust in Fairtrade and 

Fairtrade products, Marks and Spencer could strengthen their own brand by communicating 

that they sell these products (Balmond, 2006). The effects from the campaign were positive 

and Marks and Spencer stated that they will continue to run these types of campaigns to 

communicate an ethical stance that is valuable for consumers today (Balmond, 2006). Many 

retailers experience the benefits and adopt these kinds of marketing campaigns today. In 

Sweden, there are several retailers that display Fairtrade products in their different marketing 

activities and advertisements to attract ethical consumers to their stores.  

The positive effects from Fair Trade communication have, however, also negative outcomes. 

Some retailers have realised the benefits of using Fair Trade in their marketing strategies, 

some have felt tempted to use it even though they do not in reality live up to the Fair Trade 

criteria or sell Fair Trade certified products. The potential economic benefits are the major 

reason that companies engage in false or misleading claims. These types of activities are 

called fair washing and originate in the concept of green washing. (Tronstad et al., 2005, p. 

12) 
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4.3 The Fair Trade System  

Fairtrade aims for “a world in which all producers can enjoy secure and sustainable 

livelihoods, fulfil their potential and decide on their future” (Fairtrade International, 2012, p. 

2), but fail to deliver proof of its effectiveness. Why are consumers confused but still very 

supportive? Do farmers gain governmental support due to their engagement in Fairtrade, or 

is it so that Fairtrade seek out those who already gain support from others? This subsection 

aims to clarify the advantages and disadvantages of Fair Trade and highlights the need for 

empirical evidence. 

4.3.1 Criticism for and against Fairtrade 

Commodity trade has for the last centuries struggled to adapt to the new conditions 

surrounding global trade. The challenging issues for farmers range from price competition and 

technological development to the fact that companies in need of large volumes of commodity 

goods favour large-scale corporate farming. (Conroy, 2007, p. 97) In 1989 The National 

Coffee Agreement that had been controlling the trade of coffee, through for example quotas 

and taxes, came to an end and prices fell (Malmqvist & Wålsten, 2007, p. 6). Since then, other 

countries have entered the coffee growing industry which increased the competition and made 

it even harder for former farmers to adapt (Malmqvist & Wålsten, 2007, p. 6). 

Among the benefits of Fairtrade Mohan (2010) include the following; ‘A guaranteed 

minimum ‘fair’ price and a social premium’ (p. 48), ‘Organisational capacity-building’ (p. 

50), and ‘A more equitable trading partnership’ (p. 51). These benefits are frequently used by 

Fairtrade in advertisements and Fairtrade also provides ‘producer stories’ on the 

organisation’s websites to verify it (Fairtrade International, 2013). The good words for 

Fairtrade, support, recommendations, and glorifications are endless. Fairtrade is now the most 

well-known ethical label globally, and in 2011 shoppers spent almost € 5 billion on Fairtrade 

products generating € 65 million in premium for the producer organisations, giving an 

average of 1.3% for premium of the retail price (Fairtrade International, 2012). 

However, according to Mohan (2010) there is a gap between ‘promotional claims and reality’ 

(p. 52) due to that Fairtrade organisations ‘have failed to correct false statements made by 

their own staff and by the manufacturers and retailers selling Fairtrade products’ (Griffiths, 

2012, p. 371). Among the concerns raised are; whether anything of the premium actually 

reach the farmers, that the certification fees are excessive, and that the guaranteed minimum 

price does not give any guaranteed minimum income (Mohan, 2010, pp. 52-58). Studies 

reveal that what producer organisations get of the premium paid by consumers range from 

almost nothing (Griffiths, 2012, p. 371). Moreover, a study by Loconto and Simbua (2012) 

revealed that sales of Fairtrade certified tea in Tanzania is on average 8%, implying that the 

remaining 92% is sold by other means or not sold at all. In this case the contribution of 

Fairtrade is peculiarly questionable. As Mohan (2010) concludes; “The guaranteed price can 

guarantee income only if there is also a guarantee of the quantities that traders will buy from 

them.” (pp. 55-56). Griffiths (2012) make similar observations and takes the criticism one 

step further, accusing Fairtrade for making false claims and withholding information (p. 372). 

4.3.2 Fair Trade as a long-term development strategy 

Regarding Fair Trade as a long-term development strategy, Mohan (2010) sum up the 

achievements and contradictions within the Fair Trade movement with the following four 

quotes by the Fairtrade Foundation (pp. 101-102); 
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1. ‘Fairtrade is a strategy for poverty alleviation and sustainable 

development. Its purpose is to create opportunities for 

producers and workers who have been economically 

disadvantaged or marginalized by the conventional trading 

system’.
2
 

2. ‘Seven million disadvantaged producers, workers and their 

families are benefiting from Fairtrade’.
3
  

3. ‘The fact that Fairtrade has allowed producers to transform 

their lives also shows that the current system of trade is not 

working. The price of coffee didn’t plummet in recent years 

simply due to oversupply: oversupply was created when dozens 

of countries were forced to move into cash crops as a condition 

for loans from the World Bank. The price of sugar hasn’t hit 

rock bottom simply because of an oversupply: oversupply was 

created by trade rules allowing huge subsidies to be provided 

to American sugar producers’. (Ibid) 

4. ‘It is the claim that free trade is the only way to tackle poverty 

that renders it nonsense in the real world of extreme global 

inequality. Those of us who have had the privilege of seeing 

and hearing at first hand the difference that Fairtrade makes 

to poor communities are not going to be persuaded otherwise 

by the rehashing of simplistic economic theories’.
4
  

Mohan (2010, pp. 101-115) thereafter delivers proof to conclude that Fair Trade is not a 

general long-term development strategy. There are both pro’s and con’s with Fair Trade, of 

which many are used in persuasive arguments by both supporters and opponents of Fair 

Trade. The only opinion which seems to have reached some consensus is that there is a lack 

of empirical evidence of how much good (or harm) it does (Mohan, 2010, p. 115). The fact 

that Fairtrade benefit from governmental support is much debated and particularly 

controversial in the light of the missing evidence of its effectiveness, especially since there are 

other, and often more efficient, ways to achieve the objective of Fairtrade (Mohan, 2010, pp. 

73-100). The above mentioned advantages/disadvantages and criticisms are just a ‘slice’ of 

the debate on the ‘being’ of Fair Trade. A more comprehensive overview of the issues 

surrounding Fair Trade can be found in e.g.; ‘Fair Trade without the froth: A dispassionate 

economic analysis of ‘fair trade’’ (Mohan, 2010), or ‘Branded! How the ‘certification 

revolution’ is transforming global corporations’ (Conroy, 2007). 

  

                                                 
2
 Fairtrade Foundation http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/SearchResults.aspx?searchterm=strategy+for+poverty+alleviation 

3
 Fairtrade Foundation http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/get_involved/trade_justice.aspx 

4
 Fairtrade Foundation 

http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/press_office/press_releases_and_statements/feb_2008/response_to_adam_smith_insititute_report

.aspx 

http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/SearchResults.aspx?searchterm=strategy+for+poverty+alleviation
http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/get_involved/trade_justice.aspx
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4.4 Online Communities 

4.4.1 Online communication 

With the development of communities on the Internet, consumers are now able to access two-

way communication networks and opinion leaders have the possibility to influence an 

unlimited number of people (Lyons & Henderson, 2005). Khim-Yong et al. (2013, p. 88) 

showed, through examination of UGC (user generated content) and MGC (market generated 

content), that engagement in social media brand communities has a positive effect on 

consumers’ purchasing behaviour through prompting and nestled information. A survey of 

265 Facebook users shows that consumers ‘Like’ brands that “express their inner and social 

selves” due to strong social ties and are in that way encouraged to involve in positive eWOM 

(electronic word of mouth) (Wallace et al., 2012). Today more than 15 million local 

businesses are present on Facebook (TNW, 2013), producing UGC significant for marketing 

research (Hardey, 2011). Coulter and Roggeveen (2012, p. 878) examined persuasive eWOM 

to investigate how factors such as source, network, relationship and message/content affect 

consumers’ response. Regarding message acceptance they found that closeness to the source 

of persuasive information may have less impact than for traditional WOM, the number of 

users, and if these users are also part of one’s friend-network is however important. However, 

not all UGC/eWOM is positive and therefore the online brand communities also imply 

challenges for marketers. According to Pinto and Mansfield (2011, p. 1) the Millennial 

generation “seem to be one group of consumers who, when dissatisfied with a product or 

service experience and/or the improper handling of a complaint, may retaliate on the 

Internet”. Hyuk Jun and Morrison (2008) found in their study that participants do not 

differentiate between positive and negative UGC, but view both as trustworthy. They also 

believed the UGC to be more trustworthy than PGC (producer generated content), and 

therefore, negative UGC may be harmful for a brand (pp. 21-22). Apart from harming the 

image of a brand through negative UGC or eWOM, consumer comments may also result in 

confusion about the brand message (Ashley et al., 2012, p. 98). 

4.4.2 Online communication strategy 

Since opinion leaders seem to have a great influence in online communities, Hyuk Jun and 

Morrison (2008) suggest that marketers might be able to overcome negative UGC by aiming 

their positive brand advertising at them. “This strategy should be particularly effective with 

online advertising, because it stimulates brand searches, Web site visits and on- and offline 

brand advocacy.” (Hyuk Jun and Morrison, 2008, p. 22). There are a lot of advantages for 

companies that find strategies on how to communicate with their consumers in online 

communities, where to do it, and how to use the tools practically. For example, a careful 

design that promotes activity can help deepening the relationship with consumers (Lyon and 

Henderson, 2005, p. 326). 

Online communities facilitate the communication with consumers, which is the key to long-

term relationships. The primary driver that makes consumers go from knowledge of the 

product page to actually ‘liking it’, appeared to be the content in Coulter and Roggeveen’s 

study. To maintain a successful brand community, marketers are suggested to post important 

and relevant information. The content should also preferably be both interesting and catchy. 

Since friends of people that are part of the brand community are more likely to click through 

the suggested page if the content is interesting and catchy, it is an important challenge for 

marketers to create this kind of content. Besides creating a unique message, marketers also 

need to update the content regularly. (Coulter & Roggeveen, 2012, p. 893) Any member of 

one’s Friend Network is considered to be equally effective in pursuing someone to ‘like’ a 
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brand community on Facebook (Coulter & Roggeveen, 2012, p. 894). Furthermore, the size of 

the brand community impacts the perceived network credibility. It is therefore crucial to 

establish a large social network base early in order to gain high perceived network credibility. 

It is also important that the followers to a large extent are non-employee members. A too large 

percentage of employees in the network will have a negative impact on the credibility. 

(Coulter and Roggeveen, 2012, p. 895) 

4.4.3 Facebook 

According to Fuchs (2013, p. 211), the term social media refers to “World Wide Web 

platforms such as social networking sites, blogs, wikis and micro blogs”. These sites are 

social in the sense that they provide information that is a result from communication (Fuchs, 

2013, p. 211). Founded in 2004, Facebook is the largest social networking site (Darvell et al., 

2011, p. 717) with more than 665 million daily users (Facebook, 2013b). The mission of 

Facebook is to “give people more power to share and make the world more open and 

connected” (Facebook, 2013b). Increasingly, businesses have started to create “pages” on 

Facebook where they can communicate and share information with consumers and other 

organisations. Having a Facebook page as an organisation allows communication with the 

public in the form of “posts” where the organisation provides messages that are publicly 

visible for people who have “Liked” their page. With a click on the “Like” button at an 

organisation’s Facebook page, consumers can take part of these messages and also create own 

posts and comments on the page that are publicly visible. Each post provides an opportunity 

for the readers to ”Like”, “Share” or “Comment” on it. A “like” indicates some kind of 

support to the information that the post contains. “Sharing” a post means that an individual re-

posts a published post to their own personal Facebook profiles and thereby sharing it to their 

Facebook friends. It is also possible for the organisation, consumers and other businesses to 

comment on posts that are published on a Facebook page. Here, they can start a conversation, 

and each comment can also be “Liked” (Facebook, 2013a).  
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5. PRACTICAL METHOD 

This chapter begins with an explanation and motivation of our chosen practical research 

method. Furthermore, we describe our sample and accessibility of our chosen sample. Then, 

the data collection and processing are described. The chapter continues with assessment of 

reliability and validity, and ends with ethical consideration regarding our research. 

5.1 Choice of practical method 

5.1.1 Discussion of our choice 

With this degree project, we aim to find causes for the identified attitude-behaviour gap 

regarding Fairtrade consumption. We want our research to be generalisable in order to make 

an actual contribution to the Fair Trade movement. We want our research to facilitate for the 

realisation of the primary purpose of Fair Trade, to provide better living standards for 

producers in poor countries. We will focus on Fairtrade which is the biggest and most trusted 

Fair Trade organisation and brand, in Sweden and globally, on the market today. From our 

research results, we hope we can provide recommendations that can improve communication, 

trust and loyalty regarding Fair Trade. To obtain research results that are as close to the reality 

as possible, we believe that we need to get access to a sample that is as large as possible and 

to not restrict ourselves to a specific region (such as Umeå where we are located). A data 

collection of a sample restricted to consumers in Umeå for example would not be valid 

enough to generalize the results to consumers of Fairtrade in Sweden or the world, or to give 

general recommendations to retailers and Fairtrade. 

We have chosen to collect CGC (consumer generated content) and MGC (market generated 

content) from Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page for a qualitative content analysis. A study 

by Khim-Yong et al. (2013) shows that CGC has a great impact on consumers’ purchasing 

behaviour. Since the phenomenon is relatively new, few studies have been made on CGC 

from Facebook, but an increasing number of studies show its growing importance in the field 

of marketing (e.g. Hyojung et al., 2011; Hyuk Jun and Morrison, 2008; Khim-Yong et al., 

2013; Smith et al., 2012). In a study made by Hyuk Jun and Morrison (2008) the participants 

viewed CGC as credible and believable, suggesting that the people who post comments can be 

seen as opinion leaders. It did not matter much if the CGC was positive or negative; the 

participants in the study viewed both as more credible than MGC. Khim-Yong et al. (2013) 

found in their study that engagement in social media brand communities lead to increased 

shopping due to embedded information and persuasion. Coulter and Roggeveen (2012) found 

that the message acceptance on social media is less affected by closeness to the source of a 

persuasive communication compared to traditional WOM (word of mouth). Hardey (2011) 

reflects upon CGC in the International Journal of Market Research, and stress that CGC has 

created a demand for more nuanced, innovative and exotic methodologies. Furthermore, CGC 

gives an opportunity to use real-time data and present new perspectives concerning reputation 

management, product review, purchase decisions, brand association and feedback (Hardey, 

2011, p. 14). 

Many researchers in the field of business administration are not familiar with the content 

analysis method, and are therefore not comfortable with using it. The process of conducting a 

content analysis, according to Lewis et al. (2013, p. 36), starts with the formulation of 

research questions and/or hypotheses. Thereafter the sample is selected, and categories for 

coding should be designed. Coders have to be trained, then the content is coded, and the 
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reliability assessed. Lastly, the coded data are analysed and interpreted. Both the collection 

and the coding of the data can be done manually or automatically with a computer. 

The choice of this methodology enables multiple contributions in the fields of Fair Trade 

consumption, marketing and the use of content analysis in business research contexts. 

However, it should also be known that the validity and reliability of this research approach 

has been questioned and concluded to be a poor substitute for more in-debt qualitative 

research (Branthwaite and Patterson, 2011).  

Since we have chosen to collect our data from Facebook we need to look into which types of 

consumers that our online based sample will consist of and how it will differ from a random 

national sample of consumers. As mentioned earlier, consumers who are active on 

organisations’ Facebook pages are most often those who are most satisfied and most 

dissatisfied with companies, brands and products. According to a GlobeScan (2011b) survey 

conducted in 28 countries, regular users of online social media (e.g. Facebook) expect higher 

levels of CSR from companies, and act upon their values more often than other consumers. At 

the same time as these consumers are more rewarding, they also punish and criticise 

irresponsible organisations to a greater extent. It is therefore likely that the attitude-behaviour 

gap found in other studies will not be as clear in our study. However it is likely that the 

consumers in our sample will clearly express their thoughts about Fairtrade consumption, 

including why they buy or don’t buy Fairtrade products, generating valuable inputs for the 

existence of the attitude-behaviour gap.  

Due to time limit we have restricted the research to cover Fairtrade Sweden and Swedish 

consumers only. Fairtrade Sweden has an active Facebook page with approximately 48 000 

likes, and both Fairtrade and consumers use this Facebook page actively. This analysis would 

allow us to get a wider view of Swedish consumers since it does not limit our research to just 

Umeå for example. We want to analyse B2C, C2C and C2B interaction in order to get a more 

comprehensive picture. Regarding C2B communication, we firstly want to analyse response 

rates. For example, if a consumer post a question directed to Fairtrade, does Fairtrade answer? 

And how long time does it take for the consumer to receive an answer? We could also look at 

what type of information Fairtrade provide. Are there some questions that they do not answer? 

If so, is there a pattern that can tell something about what types of questions? Regarding B2C, 

we want to investigate the distribution of negative and positive posts consumers do at the 

Facebook page. Further, we can look at what types of questions consumers post in order to get 

better understanding in what questions or issues consumers think is most important and 

relevant. C2C communication is also interesting since consumers especially together can have 

great influence on the way companies conduct business today. We will connect this analysis 

to theories of Fair Trade consumption, marketing, CSR/business ethics and knowledge 

management. After reviewing other content analysis studies we believe this research method 

is relevant and appropriate. 

5.1.2 Social media monitoring and content analysis 

Branthwaite and Patterson (2011, p. 430) looked at the current issues surrounding the use of 

qualitative methods in consumer research. According to them, it might look like qualitative 

methods are under attack from newer methods such as Social media monitoring (SMM). They 

however reject that idea since SMM is a quantitative approach, quite different to other 

consumer research. (Brantwaithe and Patterson, 2011, p. 431) SMM do however have some 

similarities with qualitative consumer research since it collects views and opinions, depend on 

rigorous insightful analysis, and since the respondents have the freedom to set the agenda 

themselves (Branthwaite and Patterson, 2011, p. 435). 
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Lewis et al. (2013, p. 34) suggests that content analysis may yield more fruitful results by 

mixing manual and computational methods. This mixed content analysis method which is 

objective and systematic, and where every step follows systematic and explicitly formulated 

rules and procedures (Lewis et al., 2013, p. 36) is the one we use in our research. Due to its 

quantitative background (similarities with SMM), our analysis keep some quantitative 

features like a large amount of data. But since we mix manual and computational methods 

both when collecting and analysing the content, we move closer to a qualitative method. 

Figure 5, inspired by Branthwaite and Patterson’s figure of consumer research methods (2011, 

p. 431), illustrate differences and similarities between or qualitative content analysis approach 

and classic approaches in consumer research. 

 

 

Figure 5 – Qualitative Content analysis 

Inspired by ‘The anatomy of consumer research techniques’ by Branthwaite and Patterson (2011, p. 431). 

 

The main reasons for why our content analysis can be regarded as qualitative and differs from 

quantitative SMM is that; 1) all data for a certain period of time is collected, not just random 

samples; 2) the data is coded manually allowing human intervention, and not computational 

by for example counting words; 3) the data is analysed manually by looking at the data in a 

similar way to focus groups, and not by letting a computer look at frequencies and 

quantitative trends. 
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5.2 Sample and access 

5.2.1 Sample 

In our degree project, we have chosen to use sampling. According to Shiu et al (2009, p. 449) 

a sampling method is to select a smaller proportion of the defined larger target population that 

you want to study. The general idea with sampling is to use the information collected from the 

small group to make judgements about the larger population. (Shiu et al., 2009, p. 448) 

According to Bryman and Bell (2011, p. 176) a population is defined as the “universe of units 

from which a sample is selected”. Sampling is often applied when it is difficult, impossible or 

unreasonable to study the entire defined target population (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p. 176). 

For us it would be impossible to conduct a study on each member of the target population we 

have defined (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p. 176) and therefore it feels reasonable to use the 

sampling technique. Bryman and Bell (2011, p. 176) state that there are two approaches that 

the sampling method may be based on; probability or non-probability sampling approach. A 

probability sample is a sample that is based on a random selection of units so that each unit in 

the total target population has the same probability to be chosen for participation in the study.  

A non-probability sample represents the opposite that each unit of the target population has 

not had an equal chance to be chosen defined (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p. 176). To conduct a 

study of consumers of Fairtrade, and the communication between Fairtrade and the 

consumers, we have chosen to use content analysis as our research method. Facebook has 

become a primary platform for communication between consumers and organisations, which 

is one of the reasons for why we have chosen to collect and analyse posts on the Facebook 

page of Fairtrade Sverige. We have defined our target population to the number of people 

who have “Liked” Fairtrade Sverige's Facebook page, which is 48 598. Another argument for 

content analysis on Facebook is that those consumers who have ”Liked” Fairtrade Sverige 

have done it to express a positive attitude towards or interest in the organisation, and thereby 

represent an appropriate group for our purpose with the research we conduct. Of the defined 

population, the sample that we analyse consists of those consumers that have published posts 

on Fairtrade Sverige's Facebook page during year 2012. 

5.2.2 Access 

In order to study consumers of Fairtrade and their communication with each other, Fairtrade 

and retailers we chose to make a content analysis on posts and comments on Fairtrade 

Sweden’s Facebook page. This data collection technique does not require active participation 

of those we conduct research on as we collect and analyse data of communication that has 

already happened (in 2012). Our data collection consist of all posts, comments, links and 

pictures that have been published on Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page by Fairtrade, 

consumers and businesses/retailers during year 2012. We chose to collect our data through 

Facebook for several reasons. First, it allowed us to access a preferable diversification and 

size of our sample.  Also, since we are interested in data of consumers, retailers/businesses 

and Fairtrade, the Facebook page allowed us to access data from all of these actors from the 

same place. We consider this choice of data collection to be the most effective method for our 

research purpose since we easily and quickly can access a preferable amount of data. Figure 6 

and 7 show print screens of the data we have collected from Fairtrade’s Facebook. 
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Figure 6 – Print screen 1 

 
Figure 7 – Print screen 2 

5.3 Data collection 

5.3.1 Data collection 

We have manually collected all posts and comments from the Facebook page of Fairtrade 

Sweden that was published by Fairtrade, consumers and businesses in 2012. The posts and 

comments have been manually copied into a Google Docs spread sheet, and additional and 

more specific information was typed into the spread sheet under the following categories; 

subject (who publish the post or comment), date, number of likes, number of shares, number 

of comments, presence of a link and presence of a picture or album. The posts are collected in 

order of date, starting with January 1 and ends with December 31. Comments are collected 
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together with the posts in the same order as they were posted. This enables us to follow the 

conversations which are important for the qualitative analysis. 

5.3.2 Sample check 

In order to minimise human errors in the data collection, randomly selected samples have 

been controlled to ensure that they comply with the data on the Facebook page. During the 

sample check, a few errors were found. One concerned a typing mistake of the date, and 

shows that there is a risk of other typing mistakes. Another concerned a coding mistake, 

where wrong code has been typed for a post (a 3 instead of a 4).  However, the comments and 

posts are always copied and should therefore not include any errors. Possible faults in the 

collected data has minimal or no impact on the final result. 

5.3.3 Data loss 

All posts and comments during year 2012 were collected from the Facebook page of Fairtrade 

Sweden. We cannot be sure that no posts or comments have been deleted from the Facebook 

page, and therefore there is a possibility of absence of some information. We have no reason 

to believe that any posts or comments have been deleted with purpose, though it is possible to 

see that a few comments are missing. One reason for missing comments could be that a few 

users have deactivated their accounts, making their comments invisible for others. We 

estimate that the removed, deleted and invisible comments stand for less than 1% of the total 

data, and have minimal or no effect on the result. 

5.4 Data processing 

The data has been coded in two steps, into different groups, in order to enable qualitative 

analysis of the text content. Since the posts and comments can include information that is 

relevant for different theoretical areas, they may be coded into one or several groups, and can 

therefore receive more than one code. Posts and comments that were not regarded relevant for 

the defined codes received the code ‘other interaction’. The coding was made manually. To 

ensure high quality of the research the coder was trained and the definitions discussed and 

clarified before the actual coding began. Moreover, randomly selected samples have been 

crosschecked by a second coder. 

The reader should also be aware of that the absolute majority of the collected comments are 

originally in Swedish. When processing the data, the post and comments have therefore been 

translated into English. The translation to English has been made as accurate as possible to 

reflect the original message. Spelling and grammatical mistakes are therefore due to spelling 

and grammatical mistakes in the original message. Furthermore, when processing the 

messages, the context of the messages has been kept by numbering them according to the 

order they appear on Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page. 

5.4.1 Coding step 1 

As a first step the data was coded into five groups; 1) Behaviour/Attitude, 2) Ethical and 

Political consumerism, 3) Information/Communication, 4) Retailers and 5) Other interaction. 

These five groups are based on the theoretical review and designed to cover the ‘theory’ as 

well as being connected to the objectives, created to help answering the research question. 

Below you find the complete definitions and detailed explanations of the different codes. In 

the end of this section you can also find a print screen picture of the coded spread sheet. 

1. Behaviour/Attitude: When a consumer express their attitude or behaviour, including; 

being proud, feeling good/bad, telling about their purchase behaviour etc. Examples of 
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posts/comments that received code 1; nr 183: ‘Got my diploma today, as educated Fairtrade 

ambassador’, nr 391: ‘bought a dark Fairtrade chocolate :)’, nr 1578: ‘There is so much 

wheeling and dealing within Fairtrade so I've stopped buying Fairtrade.’. 

2. Ethical & Political consumerism: Consumer posts or comments that regard ethical and/or 

political consumerism such as; boycotting, buycotting, lobbying, or expressing political 

and/or ethical values. Examples of posts/comments that received code 2; nr 909: ‘Would not 

accept ordinary bananas for free, but can you trust the Fairtrade patches that are glued onto 

them. It seems pretty easy for a mafia boss to fool us consumers.’, nr 1407: ‘Totally agree. 

Fairtrade the entire chain, otherwise it is not fair trade.’. 

3. Information/Communication: This category includes information given by Fairtrade, 

consumers or retailers, as well as confusion about information, reactions, questions and 

answers. Examples of posts/comments that received code 3; nr 102: ‘If a Fairtrade product is 

produced in Ghana, how can Fairtrade Sweden assist in the certification and marketing 

processes?’, nr: 1191: ‘Are there any requirements to the cafes and shops that sell Fairtrade 

products must have employees with decent working conditions?’, nr 1255: ‘Just seen TV4 

facts about the chocolate .... .... dislike!!’. 

4. Retailers: This code applies to all post/comments that are made by a retailer, when a 

retailer (product?) is mentioned, responses to retailers’ posts/comments, or any other 

comments that are connected to retailer issues and theory. Examples of posts/comments that 

received code 4; nr: 10 ‘Go Löfbergs Lila, the best coffee company. According to their CEO, 

they will soon sell only coffee that is Fairtrade certified’, nr: 141: ‘You can find Fairtrade 

labelled roses at ICA and other retail stores’, nr: 1130 (a response to a retailer post) ‘I'm not 

competing, I'm very disappointed in you. There was no ice cream cake when I was shopping. 

How do you handle this?’. 

5. Other interaction: Code 5 is used for the remaining comments that do not apply to any 

other category. Examples of posts/comments that received code 5; nr 1490: ‘Merry Christmas 

and Happy New Year’. 

Figure 8 show how the data has been coded in the first step according to the different 

categories and tone of message. Colours and notes were used when we needed more 

information to keep the context or to point out specific subjects within a category. The 

marked comments below are for example unanswered questions, and the marking in a corner 

of one column is a note about the link that was attached to the post. 

 
Figure 8 – Print screen 3 
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5.4.2 Coding step 2 

For the second coding five new spread sheets were created, one for each category that was 

formed in step 1 (1. Behaviour/Attitude, 2. Ethical and Political consumerism, 3. 

Information/communication, 4. Retailers and 5. Other interaction). Each category was then 

assigned new codes (encoded a, b, c...) to further specify the content of the post or comment. 

Below, the codes for step 1 are described;  

1. Attitude/behaviour:  In coding step 2, we separated the attitude/behaviour posts into the 

two categories “attitude”, “behaviour”.  

1a) Attitude: When a consumer expresses an opinion about Fairtrade or Fairtrade products, 

but not an actual purchase or purchase behaviour. This category includes expressions of being 

proud, “bragging”, feel good or bad, and the usage of words such as “Like”, “Love”, “dislike” 

etc. Examples of posts and comments within these categories are; nr 464 ‘Go the Olympic 

Game s in London that will serve FAIRTRADE certified food and beverages!!! :)’, nr 1056 

‘Goo Fairtrade!’ nr 1538 ‘fairtrade...what a scam....’. 

1b) Behaviour: Posts and comments where consumers clearly express his or her Fairtrade 

purchasing behaviour. This category allows us to sort out consumers that not only have an 

attitude, but also actually a purchasing behaviour regarding Fairtrade. This category includes 

expressions that prove that he or she has or has not bought Fairtrade, or “always” or “never” 

buy Fairtrade products. Examples are nr 18: ‘Bought Fairtrade/ecologic wine at 

Systembolaget yesterday. Feels good!’, nr 654 ‘I always buy Fairtrade - there are so many 

products available in Sweden!’, nr 915: ‘No, no fairtrade products bought here.’.  

2. Ethical and Political consumerism: We divided this category from step 1 into the 

following new categories;  

2a) Boycott/buycott: When consumers express that they “always” or “never” buy, in order to 

make a difference through political consumerism. Boycotting concerns when a consumer 

refrain buying certain products/brands. Examples of boycott/buycott comments and posts are 

nr 1559: ‘Just read about the poor working condition among chocolate producers in Africa, 

where the majority of chocolate is produced. Nowadays, I always buy Fairtrade certified 

chocolate and coffee’, nr 905: ‘Regarding the bananas, not only poverty but also poisoning 

can be prevented through Fairtrade consumption. I never buy “regular” chemically treated 

bananas.’, nr 1578: ‘There is so much wheeling and dealing within Fairtrade so I've stopped 

buying Fairtrade.’. 

2b) Challenging comments: This category concerns posts and comments of consumers that 

concern challenging information,  issues and questions related to the whole Fairtrade value 

chain. Examples include nr 88: ‘Considering the recent row over Bloomberg Media's 

accusations of child labour in Fairtrade certified farms in Burkina Faso, we need to ask: Why 

does forced child labour continue unabated in the 21st century and what impact does Fair 

Trade have in Burkina Faso?’, nr 1381 ‘As long as Fair Trade does not take a stand for 

abuse of unpaid work in Sweden and start to use the Fair Trade concept here as well, Fair 

Trade is totally untrustworthy. Shame on those of you who buy Fair Trade anyway, even 

though you are aware of this!’, nr 1488 ‘Fair trade is good, but as long as for example child 

slavery at chocolate plantations systematically occurs in the context of labelling, it is not 

OK.  Then, it is better to strike a blow for locally produced products’. 

2c) Lobbying: This category includes posts and comments where consumers try to lobby for 

and promote certain actions regarding and surrounding Fair Trade.  Examples of posts and 

comments in this category are nr 595 ‘Buy Fairtrade!’, nr 676 ‘Why cannot all Konsum 

supermarkets have a wide range of Fair Trade flowers as standard? At a finnish supermarket, 

I got positively surprised over their offerings of Fairtrade roses (that sometimes can be found 
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here), but also carnations and other flowers in many different colourways. Of course, I 

bought a bouquet home to my mother’, nr 1449 ‘You should first stop cooperating with 

retailers that use workers that are not paid for their work!’.  

3. Information: This category is divided into the following new categories;  

3a) Questions and answers (Q/A): Q stands for questions from consumers and A for 

answers given by Fairtrade. Questions are identified with a question mark (?) or a clearly 

expressed demand for certain information, and answers are identified by seeing that Fairtrade 

has responded to questions that were posed. Examples of questions that were posed are nr 686 

‘Does anyone know if COOP sells Fairtrade certified juice?’, nr 706 ‘Does it help if I buy 

Fairtrade? How do my purchases affect farmers’ everyday life?’, nr 1376 ‘The smart phone 

app cannot be downloaded... Isn’t it available in Sweden yet?’. 

3b) Consumer claims (CCL): When consumers present challenging information or claims 

regarding and surrounding Fairtrade. Examples include nr 155 ‘Here is a YouTube clip where 

a former Nobel Prize winner criticises the unsustainable water usage in Lake Naivasha. The 

rose farmers use ten times more water than the local citizens. As responsible for the flower 

production, you are surely aware of that roses are extremely water intensive to cultivate 

regardless if they are Fairtrade or not. I think it is sad that you prioritize short-term profits at 

the expense of the people who live around Lake Naivasha.’, nr 132 ‘I agree with you Name, 

Divine is the best, and the best of all is that 45% of Divine is owned by a large cocoa 

cooperative in Ghana, Kuapa Kokoo.’. 

3c) Marketing (FM/CM): When Fairtrade (FM) or consumers (CM) promote and market 

Fairtrade. Examples of FM are nr 20: ‘1 out of 7 people in the world do not have enough food 

to eat. Read more about it at Fairtrade’s blog, and about how Fairtrade prevents famine’, nr 

40 ‘Carl Jan Granqvist recommends the Fairtrade labelled wine Bosman De Royan in radio 

P4 extra’. Examples of CM are nr 141: ‘You can find Fairtrade certified roses at ICA’, nr 

1237 ‘Fairtrade juices available delicious at Lidl.’. 

4. Retailers: When consumers or Fairtrade mention a specific retailer in their posts and 

comments. Sometimes both a specific retailer and specific product are mentioned, and 

sometimes several retailers and/or products are mentioned in the same post or comment. The 

following new categories were created for coding step 2:  

4a) Specific retailer (a): When a consumer or Fairtrade mentions a specific retailer in their 

posts and comments. Examples: nr 797 ‘Read about what impressions COOP and ICA got 

from the trip to Ecuador and the producers’, nr 944 ‘Willys just registrered 52 700 coffe-

break participants to the 18th of October, and is now in the leading position at the top list. 

Great Willys!’. 

4b) Specific product/brand (b): When a specific product or brand is mentioned, for example 

nr 1469: ‘But it is strange that the owners of Zoega and Nestlé suit as Fairtrade.....’, nr 513 

‘Go Ben & Jerry’s!’.  

5. Other interaction: This group of information received no further codes and represent all 

other interaction in the forum. 

Figure 9 shows what the data looked like after the second coding. In the bottom of the picture 

you see a row with the different coding categories. This picture show category 2a, 

boycott/boycott within ethical and political consumerism. Furthermore, in this case the data is 

sorted to show only the messages with a positive tone (P). 
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Figure 9 – Print screen 4 

5.5 Quality criteria 

In order to measure the quality of our research, we will evaluate its truth criteria. It is 

important for researchers to consider reliability since it can help them detect differences or 

errors in their studies (David & Sutton, 2011, p. 267). Although measurement of reliability 

increases the quality of the study, it is not possible for researchers to completely eliminate 

errors in their studies (David & Sutton, 2011, p. 267). Reliability indicates stability of the 

research results and whether the results are stable over a longer period of time. Our method, a 

content analysis using social media as a sample source, is still quite unusual and unfamiliar 

for many in business research contexts. Therefore, it is necessary to describe how the 

assessment of trustworthiness differs from traditional research methods. According to Poynter 

(2011, p. 28)
5
 both quantitative and qualitative research has well-established methods for 

ensuring quality, but the views on social media research varies. Three positions clarify these 

varying points of views; 

1. Social media research is simply traditional research with a new 

sample source. All the traditional rules about sampling, 

measurement, reliability and validity apply. 

2. Social media research is different because it has not established 

what the population is, has not created a sampling frame and has 

not established that measurements from it follow a normal 

distribution. Therefore, traditional methods of establishing 

reliability and validity are unproven in social media. 

3. The third view attacks not the methods of research, but the 

subject of the research. This view holds that the comments people 

make online reflect constructed personas, with comments made for 

purposes other than the expression of “true” views. This third 

camp is doubtful that social media research can directly inform 

clients about the “real” world. 

(Poynter, 2011, p. 28). 

                                                 
5
 Poynter (2011) published an overview of social media research ‘CHATTER MATTERS’ in the journal 

Marketing Research. 
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Our study was conducted as a content analysis of posts and comments at Fairtrade Sweden’s 

Facebook page. We collected data from year 2012, by copying all posts and comments into an 

excel spread sheet. We believe that our study is reliable and that we would generate similar 

results if we repeated our study. However, our topic is influenced by several factors that could 

affect the results. Consumers are exposed to a lot of information and marketing messages that 

affect their attitudes and behaviour for example. One incident could contribute to that 

attitudes change over a night especially since Fairtrade is considered to be an ethical and 

trusted brand. Also the fact that organisations’ presence on social media seem to increase and 

become more important can also mean that the results would look different at another 

research occasions. 

For a content analysis to be considered reliable, Branthwaite and Patterson (2011, p. 432) 

argue that human interaction is needed. A content analysis on Facebook over communication 

about a brand requires the researchers to intervene and remove content that is not relevant for 

the specific research purpose. Many researchers believe that content analyses lack reliability 

because there has not been any human intervention. In our case, however, the reliability can 

be considered higher since we have collected the data manually. Further, we have categorised 

comments into categories that we have created based on theory and the purpose of our study. 

Those posts and comments that are irrelevant have been sorted out. Since we have manually 

collected and analysed each comment ourselves the risk for errors and wrong categorisation is 

also minimized. Branthwaite and Patterson (2011, p. 431) describe that knowing what is 

referred to, when simply referred to as “it” or “them”, as an obvious problem related to this 

kind of data collection and analysis. To avoid this problem each comment and post were 

numbered, and if the context was the least unclear when coded and analysed, we always 

looked at the previous post and comments to ensure that the context was kept in the coding 

process and analysis. Furthermore, sarcasm and irony for example are not clearly understood 

in content analysis as it would be in Face to Face contact. In our case, usage of capital letters, 

smileys and other “tools” for online communication have been used to understand what is 

expressed by the publishers. (Branthwaite & Patterson, 2011) 

David and Sutton (2011, p. 269) distinguish between internal and external validity. Internal 

validity is when researchers can establish that there is no evidence that other factors are 

responsible for variation in the dependent variable. External validity, or 

generalisability, indicates whether the research findings are generalisable (Saunders et al., 

2003, p. 102). This is concerned with whether your research findings are applicable to other 

research settings and to a larger population (David & Sutton, 2011, p. 269). In order to 

achieve a high level of internal validity, the analysis of the collected data is made with a 

strong relation to theory. For every analysed parameter, the relevant data have been sorted out 

in the coding process. The sample is national and limited to Sweden and therefore reflects the 

Swedish situation. A sample in another country could generate different problems and 

solutions due to cultural differences in opinions, values and traditions. However, the 

recommendations are still valuable for organisations and companies performing ethical 

businesses. It is possible that our findings are generalisable as long as culture-, product- and 

‘law’ specifics are treated separately. 

There are concerns regarding validity of analysing social media communication in the sense 

that people often use these websites to boost their social images. There is a risk that users of 

social media express things that do not conform to their real life opinions (Branthwaite & 

Patterson, 2011). However, this problem is not unique for social media research. Whatever 

research method that is used, researchers should always bear in mind that what people say or 

write and actually do are not always the same thing (David & Sutton, 2011, p. 
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19).  Researchers in fact argue that studies conducted on people in Face to Face constructions 

have weaker validity. This because participants often tend to answer questions in a way that 

they believe that the researcher prefer (Barriball and While, 1994, p. 332). We conduct our 

study on communication that already has taken place, indicating that no situation like that can 

affect our research. This further increases validity in the sense that there is no risk that the 

participants act differently due to the fact that they know they are being researched (David 

and Sutton, 2011, p. 44). 

5.6 Ethical considerations 

According to Saunders et al. (2003, p. 129), research ethics refers to appropriateness of the 

researcher’s behaviour in relation to the rights of the people who are subjects of or are 

affected by the research. David and Sutton (2011, p. 30) discuss the importance of being 

ethical during the entire research process; before, during and after. Saunders et al., (2003) and 

David and Sutton (2011, p. 43) discuss several ethical principles for research that we have 

chosen to take into consideration for our study: informed consent; privacy, confidentiality and 

anonymity; and protection from harm.  

Informed consent refers to when research participants are fully informed and understand the 

nature, purpose and use of the research and have freely given their consent to participate 

(Saunders et al., 2003, p. 133). There is lack of consent if the researcher is not clear about the 

nature of the study, or uses deception, deceit, duress or other unfair inducement or 

manipulation in the data collection process (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 439). It is also 

important for researchers to respect the privacy of those who are being researched. To protect 

the participants’ privacy in storage and use of the information that has been collected is also 

essential (David and Sutton, 2011, p. 47). This could be done through securing anonymity of 

participants or confidentiality of the data (Saunders et al., 2003, p. 123). Anonymity is 

secured when the researcher does not know or does not record personal details of research 

participants and confidentiality is secured when information is known and recorded, but is not 

presented or made official in the report of the research (David & Sutton, 2011, p. 47). 

Researchers have to know that once they have promised confidentiality and privacy, it is 

important to maintain these promises (Saunders et al., 2003, p. 136). Sometimes researchers 

get access to information about people who have not given their consent to let them use it. In 

such cases, confidentiality is of particular importance (Saunders et al., 2003, p. 132).  

We have conducted a content analysis on posts and comments at Fairtrade Sweden’s 

Facebook page, and to understand ethical implications from our choice of research method we 

read through the terms of privacy section for the Facebook website. There, the following 

information regarding ethics and privacy is provided: 

Sometimes you will not be able to select an audience when you post 

something (like when you write on a Page's wall or comment on a 

news article that uses our comments plugin). This is because some 

types of stories are always public stories. As a general rule, you 

should assume that if you do not see a sharing icon, the 

information will be publicly available. 

(Facebook, 2013). 

With “public”, Facebook means information that an individual choose to make public as well 

as information that is always public such as with the case of posts and comments at “Pages”. 

https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/your-info-on-fb
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The posts and comments are public to “everyone”, meaning people and organisations on and 

off Facebook. (Facebook, 2013) 

We collect our data from Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page, where all the information is 

public. The organisations and consumers have chosen to publicise posts and comments at the 

page, and thereby given their permission to have it public for “everyone” (Facebook, 2013). If 

they have read through the privacy section of Facebook, they are aware of this. However, 

there is a risk that many consumers and organisations that publish the posts or comments have 

not taken their time to read through this section, and thereby are not aware of that the 

information they share is public. In our data collection process, we used a coding system in 

our data collection, where we gave each post and comment a number and divided the different 

publishers into three categories/groups; consumers, businesses/retailers and Fairtrade. 

Consumers are a vulnerable group to conduct research on and we chose not to store any 

personal information such as name, age or gender. This means that the research participants 

are anonymous in our presentation and analysis of the data. Except from dividing each post 

into a specific coding number, we also stored information about the date when the post or 

comment was published and what the post/comment was about. For each post, we gathered 

information about how many “Likes”, “Shares” and “Comments” it had received. For the 

comments we saved information of how many who had liked it. Even though we have not 

been able asked the research participants personally for their informed consent, we consider 

our study to be ethical since we will not publish any personal information or data that have 

not been permitted to be visible ”publically”.   
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6. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

In this chapter, the results from our content analysis will be presented and explained. The 

observations for every code and category is summarised and divided into three different sub-

chapters; user-related, topic-related and other empirical findings. Names of consumers are 

presented as grey boxes. 

 
Figure 10 – Distribution of posts and comments 

6.1 User-related empirical findings 

6.1.1 Posts 

Fairtrade posts: The 272 posts by Fairtrade are all promotional and foremost include events, 

new products, Fairtrade information, congratulations and media observances e.g.; nr 628 

‘Töreboda - Sweden's 51st Fairtrade City and Skaraborgs first!’, nr 1372 ‘Christmas 

shopping this weekend? Download Fair Trade's mobile app and find your fair serving and the 

gifts that creates conditions for farmers and workers in developing countries.’, nr: 1141 

‘Fantastic article in Svenska Dagbladet today!’, nr 1103 ‘Congratulations Name Name is the 

last day coffee-break winner! Name have coffee in the afternoon together with his colleagues 

at Järfälla health clinic. Name win our brand new canvas bag!’. Famous people and ‘special’ 

days like Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day are often used to draw attention e.g.; nr 531 

‘Today it is the international day against child labour. A day when you can influence the 

conditions by choosing Fairtrade!’, nr 215 ‘♥ Laleh’, nr 672 ‘Karl-Petter Thorwaldsson, 

chairman LO in Sweden, choose Fairtrade certified!’. The majority of these posts also include 

a link and/or a picture. The tone in the messages posted by Fairtrade is clearly positive or 

neutral. The presence of spelling mistakes and poor sentence structure is noticed and 

commented by consumers. For example consumer replies to a Fairtrade post with: ‘just is 

preferably spelled with one S’ (nr 1035). 

Announcements:  The 12th of July, Fairtrade announce that they have over 4000 ambassadors. 

The 15th of August, Fairtrade announce that they have 9500 followers. Nr 1432 ‘Fairtrade 

visited Malawi in 2010 and got to see what difference the sales of Fairtrade has made.’. 
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Consumer posts: In total 166 posts were made by consumers; 86 of them with a clearly 

positive tone and 28 with a clearly negative tone. A majority of the consumer posts concern 

attitude/behaviour (93 posts), and information/communication (86 posts), but there are posts 

in all coding categories. Many of the consumer posts are promotional and represent 

businesses or organisations even though the messages are written from private Facebook 

accounts e.g.; nr 1138 ‘Fairtrade coffee with lovely teas, coffee and freshly baked chocolate 

delights! For us, nature & the environment! Welcome all!’, nr 382 ‘Barista today launched 

the world's first Fairtrade capsule that fits Nespresso machines today. In addition, organic 

and compostable. Check www.baristafairtrade.com or FB. Fairtrade is in place on the barista 

at Stockholm Central 9-12 on Götgatan 12-14. Come and compete and win FT capsules!’. 

The 86 positive consumer posts show that consumers are proud to be involved in the Fair 

Trade movement. These positive posts concern new products, favourite products, and where 

Fairtrade and Fair Trade products can be bought e.g.; nr 493 ‘At Condeco you can find 

fairtrade certified and organic products :)’, nr 293 ‘Gratifying that sales have increased, 

many goods to buy, tea, coffee. chocolate etc. over 1,000 different products!’, nr 1125 ‘Hello! 

Here at Muscle Office, I always have fairtrade coffee to my customers. Today we have 

fairtrade chocolate, dark chocolate that makes you happy. And fair conditions make you extra 

happy :)’. The 28 negative posts concern criticism against Fairtrade and other companies 

involved in Fair Trade e.g.; nr 1671 ‘are you fair?’, nr 1661 ‘How many “Phase 3 workers” 

are using you then?? Answer that if you can. Giving workers in other countries living wage is 

good, but then you should not simultaneously exploit free labour in Sweden’, nr 1390 

‘Fairtrade! What bullshit! I feel badly fooled! You use the free-working interns and the 

demands you place on it to get the great honour to slave among you are daring to say the 

least! "Desirable skills or experience: - Writing for the Web - Imaging - Publishing for the 

Web - Knowledge of non-profit organisations - Administration - Print Production Knowledge 

of fair trade is an advantage. "’. 

Business posts: The absolute majority of the business posts are advertisements from 

businesses selling Fairtrade products, or posts about Fairtrade cities or events e.g.; nr 971 

‘Next week we celebrate Fairtrade more than usually here at Lidl. We thank Fairtrade 

Sweden for their attention on us, we were also the first supermarket chain in Sweden who 

began selling Fairtrade goods under its own brand. That's something to Like? :)’, nr 683 

‘EGA non-alcoholic drink that is made of Fairtrade certified grapes. Will be launched at 

Systembolaget September 1.’, nr 366 ‘Hello! Now Karlstad Fairtrade City is on Facebook - a 

meeting place and information channel for fair trade in Karlstad. Great for those who are 

generally interested, want tips about Fairtrade, is more engaged or just want to show your 

support for Karlstad is to be an even fairer city!’. Most of the posts concern Fairtrade 

products and Fairtrade event, but many posts concern other Fair Trade products/aspects or 

other ethical or ecological businesses e.g.; nr 732 ‘First up at the autumn concert season: Step 

by Step - Charity Gala for Children in the Philippines’, nr 364 ‘Like 

http://www.facebook.com/fackligarattigheterNU’. 

6.1.2 Comments 

Fairtrade comments: During year 2012, Fairtrade made 85 comments. Most of them are 

answers to consumers’ questions e.g.; nr 1280 ‘Hi Name! We apologize for the problem and 

have noted it. We will try to fix as soon as possible.’, nr 162 ‘Hi Name Name. Most tulips sold 

in Sweden are grown in Sweden or Europe and the Fairtrade label is only available on 

products from developing countries.’, nr 1642 ‘Hi name! Fairtrade is an independent product 

certification that certifies the production of commodities. A café can therefore not be 

Fairtrade certified, but can only sell Fairtrade products. Of course it is from Fairtrade's side 
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of the highest importance that all parts of the chain are socially responsible, but it's like I said 

not the Fairtrade label's control and responsibility.’. A few of the other comments are 

encouraging responses to consumers, e.g.; nr 647 ‘We agree with that!’, nr 229 ‘Thank you! 

Please help us to get thousands of downloads so we can appear on some charts today. Each 

download counts! :)’, nr 315: ‘How fun to read so many comments :) Thank you, and please 

continue.’. In the rest of the comments Fairtrade express their gratitude, e.g.; nr 338 ‘Thanks 

for the great input!’, nr: 250 ‘Thank you! :)’. 

Consumer comments: The consumer comments cover all theoretical areas, the tone of the 

messages is different, and all types of messages (such as; encouraging, promotional, 

informing, questioning, criticising, appreciating, supporting, curious, debating, lobbying etc.) 

are present. 404 comments concern attitude/behaviour (code 1), 247 comments concern 

ethical and political consumerism (code 2), 427 comments concern information and 

communication (code 3), 279 comments concern retailers (code 4), and 253 comments are 

categorised as other interaction (code 5). The content for every respective code will be 

described in section ‘6.2 Topic related findings’. 

Business comments: The comments made by businesses are supporting Fairtrade, express 

pride of being part of Fairtrade, replies to consumers’ thoughts and reflections or are 

advertisements e.g.; nr 231 ‘Fun app! We are happy to help spreading this’, nr 979 ‘Hi Hans 

Friedman! I'm sorry the reply has been delayed. The vitamin C content is as follows: Orange 

juice: 25mg / 100ml = 31% RDI Blood Orange juice: 30mg / 100ml = 38% RDI’, nr 386 ‘Tell 

them that now they can fertilize the balcony boxes with compostable capsules :)’. 

Furthermore, companies that are not selling Fairtrade but consuming Fairtrade are happy to 

share that on Fairtrade’s Facebook page, e.g.; nr 1073 ‘We will have fair trade coffee-break in 

the office today! Really nice!’, nr 1088 ‘Coompanion Jämtland drink fairtrade coffee of 

course!’. 

6.1.3 Number of likes, shares and comments 

Liking and sharing: The frequency of liking and sharing is much lower for consumer posts 

and comments than for Fairtrade and business posts and comments. Posts and comments by 

consumers reach a smaller audience than the other posts and comments due to the limited 

visibility on Fairtrade’s Facebook page. Table 1 show top-5 liked, shared and commented for 

all posts and comments. 

 Number of likes  

for top 5 most liked 

Number of shares  

for top 5 most shared 

Number of comments  

for top 5 most commented 

1 6771 509 184 

2 883 120 35 

3 765 117 32 

4 700 73 25 

5 671 56 25 

Table 1 – Top 5 Likes, Shares and Comments 

Popular posts: The posts that received most likes concern events/happenings, nice prices and 

new products, and are mainly posted by Fairtrade. Popular posts by retailers include invites to 

visit or like Fairtrade’s Facebook page. The majority of the popular posts are clearly positive 

and also include a link and/or a picture. Common words/phrases are ‘together we can’, ‘like’, 

‘thank you’, ‘make a difference’, ‘it does make a difference’, and ‘choose Fairtrade’. 
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The top-10 most liked posts are as follows: 

1. Nr 1444 ‘Download Fair Trade's mobile app and meet the farmers who produce the 

ingredients for the Christmas holiday’ (6771 Likes) 

2. Nr 894 ‘Consume more Fairtrade, because every time you do that you fight poverty. Many 

families have a better life through Fairtrade. Angel Oyola, banana grower from Ecuador at 

the Fair Trade Forum in Borås’ (883 Likes) 

3. Nr 960 ‘Cheer for Hemköp Triangeln that has made a fine gable with Fairtrade labelled 

products. Like to encourage more shops to do the same! At Hemköp Triangeln, we have 

decided to gather a selection of Fairtrade products at a gable in the store to show some of the 

products that are available. Welcome in and make your active choice!’ (765 Likes) 

4. Nr 1141 ‘Fantastic article in Svenska Dagbladet today!’ (700 Likes) 

5. Nr 1304 ‘In Östersund, individuals and organisations in the business community, the 

voluntary sector and the public sector started to work together for fairer trade and increased 

ethical consumption. Therefore the municipality today received a Fairtrade City diploma in a 

ceremony in the Town Hall.’ (671 Likes) 

6. Nr 1342 ‘As of today Fairtrade roses are on the campaign in our stores! A bouquet of 10 

roses will be yours for only 39.90 SEK. The Fairtrade label means that the roses are grown 

on fair terms. If you appreciate Fairtrade products we think you should take the opportunity 

to "like" our friends at Fairtrade Sweden. Nice evening :)’ (611 Likes) 

7. Nr 1285: ‘Right now, representatives from over 70 Fairtrade Cities from around 20 

countries are gathered at this year's International Fairtrade City Conference in Poznan, 

Poland. From Sweden, coordinator and steering committee representatives from Eskilstuna, 

Örebro, Säffle and Malmö are participating.The picture shows postcards from Fairtrade 

Cities around the world.’ (558 Likes) 

8. Nr 884 ‘Take the opportunity to make someone extra happy! Right now we have Fairtrade 

certified roses in the shop. In addition, we donate 10% of the sales price to our partner 

Childhood Cancer Foundation! :) A bouquet of 10 roses cost 39.90! They come in different 

colours. Please visit Fairtrade Sweden on their Facebook page.’ (506 Likes) 

9. Nr 1058 ‘Fairtrade Challenge has 500,000 participants for tomorrow's coffee break. Lund 

University will try Fairtrade certified coffee and thereby broke the half-million barrier! 

Continue to register your coffee breaks for tomorrow. Together we make a difference for 

farmers and workers in developing countries.’ (501 Likes) 

10. Nr 1075 ‘Today, it's finally time for the big The Fairtrade coffee-break. So far over 535 

000 participants entered the coffee-break event, but you can register your coffee-break until 8 

o'clock tonight. We start the day with a courtyard coffee-break for all of our neighbours in the 

building. What does your coffee-break look like?’ (483 Likes) 

Distribution over time: Figure 11, detailed activity over time, shows the distribution of posts 

and comments over time. The consumers have been more active in posting comments than 

Fairtrade, and during the last quarter of 2012 there was a huge increase in activity. All 

subjects increased both their posts and comments, but the largest increase was among 

consumers comments. 
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Figure 11 – Detailed activity over time 

6.2 Topic-related empirical findings 

6.2.1 Attitude/behaviour 

There are totally 484 messages concerning consumers’ attitude and/or behaviour. The 

majority of these messages, 397, are comments, and 87 are posts. The content for attitude and 

behaviour specifically and combined is as follows: 

1a – Attitude: The 248 positive attitude posts include messages expressing pride, gratefulness, 

thankfulness, cheers, pep-talk and love, e.g.; nr: 477 ‘Super! A need for more like that here 

*pep!*’, nr: 524 ‘Like, like, like!’, nr: 649 ‘Hooray! Applause! Great, Love it!’, nr: 895 

‘Thanks for two amazing days. This really is something to fight for.’. The 88 negative attitude 

comments express concern, scepticism, morality-issues, price and disappointment, e.g.; nr: 

1254 ‘The chocolate is so NOT fairtrade :(’, nr: 1570 ‘How much fairtrade are today's 

smartphones then? Somewhat contradictory, I think!’, nr: 1659 ‘speaking of fairtrade which is 

now used to numb the middle-class bad conscience’, nr: 1616 ‘it is only rich people can afford 

these products and also there are a lot of scam’. The neutral messages concern discussions 

about everything that has to do with Fairtrade, development and retailers, e.g.; nr: 249 ‘Then I 

have blogged about it ...’, nr: 936 ‘is it true? I'm going is reason to look closer at Willys? 

Good, at COOP, it gets worse and worse ...’. 

1b – Behaviour: The 131 positive behaviour posts include messages include actual purchases, 

favourite products, the good taste of Fairtrade products and baking with Fairtrade ingredients, 

e.g.; nr: 1094 ‘We drink Fairtrade Coffee every day in our home, there are no other options!’, 

nr: 1015 ‘Now I only buy Fairtrade organic bananas :)’, nr: 395 ‘have baked chocolate 

cupcakes with fairtrade marked, eco-friendly and farirtade ingredients and serve them to 

faritrade coffee and strawberry lemonade ...’. 14 behaviour posts are of negative tone and 

concern price, taste, surrounding conditions and scepticism against Fairtrade, e.g.; nr: 1489 

‘How fairtrade, it is to shop at lidl? No way would I buy smth there or at netto. They exploit 

their employees’, nr: 1551 ‘Honestly I don't have the energy or cannot afford to look after all 

of that, nah fast cheap and easy is good enough for us’. Furthermore, all the negative 

behaviour comments are posted during the time-period October to December. The 14 neutral 

comments are of the same nature as the positive and negative ones. 
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1a & b – Attitude and behaviour: The comments that concern both attitude and behaviour 

typically express a positive attitude and an actual purchase, e.g.; nr: 285 ‘I am proud that I 

belong to those who always buy fairtrade and want to work for more people to do the same ... 

*sipping on my fairtrade Daarjeeling tea*’, nr: 143 ‘Good and beautiful fairtrade roses are 

Nevado roses! Definitely a favorite of roses that grow meters tall :)’. Several of these 

comments show that consumers demand more than just Fairtrade standards or express a 

negative attitude combined with absolute no purchase, e.g.; nr: 15 ‘if you really must have this 

packaging misery it should at least have the right label!’, nr: 915 ‘no fairtrade products here 

no’, nr: 1485 ‘if hala is indicated on the package I do not buy’. 

6.2.2 Ethical and political consumerism 

2a – Boycott and buycott: 46 messages concern boycott and/or buycott. The absolute majority 

favour Fairtrade, e.g. nr: 654 ‘I always buy Fairtrade - there are many products in Sweden!’. 

Some boycott all Fairtrade or certain retailers due to that they are not satisfied with the 

retailers’ ethical standards, e.g. nr: 1504 ‘no not until you forbid “phase 3” providers to sell 

your products and thus dirty the Fairtrade concept’. 

2b – Challenging comments: 78 messages are coded to be challenging comments. 67 of them 

( 86%), have a negative tone and include fairness in the whole value-chain, non-Fairtrade 

products produced in Sweden, and false or questionable information e.g.; nr: 153 ‘Where is 

the long-term sustainability of such an idea Cooperative Centre? Workers get better wages 

for 10 years until the water is out and rose-farmers move to Ethiopia and do the same there. 

Hardly Fairtrade from the workers or the natures perspective.’, nr: 157 ‘it is pure bullshit, it 

has nothing to do with FairTraide, sugar, cocoa and floral franchise stores owned by 

multinationals, countries that produce products barely earn anything on it. Moreover, there 

are plenty of ways to show your love instead of sponsoring greedy capitalists’, nr: 1193 ‘The 

fact that I ask the question is because I'm very much for Fairtrade and has been been 

convinced that this has been effective all the way from production to consumer. Now I have 

been told that there are companies and associations that instead of workers use phase 3s. 

While this is not illegal, but for me the whole concept falls.’. The positive and neutral 

messages concern the same issues as the negative, what should and should not be considered 

as or included in Fairtrade. 

2c – Lobbying: 156 consumer posts and comments are categorised as lobbying. 70 of these 

messages were of positive nature, persuading or encouraging others into participating in the 

Fair Trade movement, e.g.; nr: 1607 ‘If everyone takes responsibility and make A small thing 

for someone else it will be change ... and with change more people can be involved!’, nr: 5 

‘Great, great that’s what it should look like and hope many more will follow!!!’. The 45 

comments of negative nature are instead protesting, suggesting changes or simply 

complaining, e.g.; nr: 21 ‘Fairtrade FLO could help by not adding fees to the producing 

farmers. Right now, they pay $ 10 per quintal of coffee, which is a lot of money for a farmer 

in a coffee-producing country. Better to put the cost on importers. We can afford to pay.’, nr: 

549 ‘Yes, that is absolutely correct. We are not just used to get the products to the market but 

also ashamed that we do not buy them.’. The neutral messages foremost include suggestions 

for improvements e.g.; nr: 9 ‘Then it's really time for Nescafe to "step up to the game"!’, nr: 

303 ‘deterrent pictures would that work? such as workers victimized by accidents, diseases, 

etc? on all Fairtrade products and a text like "do you want it to be like this?"’. 
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2d – Direct questions regarding Fairtrade: This group of messages showed not to be relevant 

to treat in this section since it is already included in section on questions and answers. The 

section about questions and answers is found under the sub-heading ‘6.2.3 Information and 

communication’. 

6.2.3 Information and communication 

3a – Questions and answers: 194 of the observations are questions (2 of them asked by 

business-user, the rest consumers). There are 76 answers (1 by a consumer and 1 by a 

business-user, the rest answered by Fairtrade). The response rate to the questions is 39%. 

Many of the answers to questions are about technical issues (e.g. problems with downloading 

and use Fairtrade app, problems with registration of ‘Fairtrade coffee-break’), where to find 

Fairtrade products, cafes, and about how to engage in Fairtrade (ambassador education, PR 

material, Fairtrade coffee-break events etc.). 

3b – Consumer claims: In 79 messages consumers make claims including factual information 

such as; nr: 1295: ‘Fairtrade is an independent product certification that creates conditions 

for farmers and workers in developing countries to improve their working and living 

conditions.’, nr: 132 ‘Totally agree name, Divine is the best, and, best of all, Divine is 45% 

owned by et large cocoa cooperative in Ghana, Kuapa Kokoo.’, nr: 1618 ‘Read this before 

you choose "fairtrade":’, nr: 1583 ‘There is a Danish documentary about precisely Fairtrade 

well worth seeing! ! Went on TV for a few years ago, believe in TV4 So take a look and think 

before you decide if this is so good! There is nothing wrong with the idea!’. The majority 

(62%) of these informational messages have a negative tone, and received very little attention 

(less than 20 comments received more than 3 likes and the maximum 11 is likes). 

3c – marketing: Of the total 337 messages in the marketing category, 84% concern marketing 

made by Fairtrade. The promotional observations include the promotion of Fairtrade, 

products, retailers, and surrounding ethics, e.g.; nr: nr: 509 ‘This year converted Ben & Jerry's 

all their ice creams on the Swedish market to Fairtrade. Moreover, they have released six new 

flavours. Perfect for the summer!’, nr: 1629 ‘Nordgren & Epstein discusses ethical labels on 

chocolate.’, nr: 474 ‘Fairtrade footballs were handed out for the Riksdag's annual football 

clash last week.’, nr: 498 ‘Nudie Jeans, that among other things offer garments with 

Fairtrade cotton, crowns winners in the T-shirt-contest under the theme "Empowerment". 

Good! And neat!’. The rest of the observations categorised as marketing is made by 

consumers, e.g.; nr: 316 ‘Tip: Ambassador Education in Lund next weekend! A few places 

left!’, nr: 1068 ‘Taste Testing of coffee, tea and chocolate in the Fair Trade Shop Norrköping 

tomorrow 2-5pm.’, nr: 1237 ‘Fairtrade juices available delicious at Lidl.’. Promotional 

messages made by businesses are presented in the next section, 6.2.4 Retailers. 

6.2.4 Retailers 

4a – Specific retailer: The majority of the observations where a specific retailer is mentioned 

is made by consumers. These 110 consumer posts and comments include feedback, questions, 

where to find stores/cafés, criticism and promotional comments, e.g.; nr: 593 ‘Now we talk 

products. Systembolaget - do something!!!!’, nr: 686 ‘...nobody that knows if COOP have 

Fairtrade juice???’, nr: 1354 ‘NO other store have roses option FINE bouquet of flowers for 

only 39 crowns! Lidl be proud your the best’, nr: 53 ‘starbucks do not even have proper 

coffee. it fits in the usa because they drink only fake-coffee there’. Fairtrade made 31 posts 

and comments where they mentioned a specific retailer. 5 of them are comments where 

Fairtrade correct misunderstandings or inform consumers about retailers, e.g.; nr: 1392 ‘Hi 

Sussie! The ad you refer to comes from the Fair Trade Retailers. We are two very different 

organisations. Please turn to them directly to express your views. Regards Maria Granefelt at 
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Fairtrade Sweden’, nr: 620 ‘How nice with fairly traded clothing. Gringo is a company that 

trades under fair trade principles, but they have no Fartrade certified cotton.Please check 

with Världsbutikerna if they know where you can get your hands at Gringos clothes. 

http://www.varldsbutikerna.org/’. Fairtrade also made 26 posts where retailers were 

mentioned. These posts include information about retailers, promotional messages and 

congratulations of winners in competitions, e.g.; nr: 829 ‘Read Nicklas Höglind’s, manager at 

Coop Forum Falkenberg, travelogue from Ecuador’, nr: 114 ‘Now it's even easier to find 

Fairtrade wine at Systembolaget. Look for the purple sign on the shelf edge.’, nr: 1039 

‘Congratulation  name name, today's coffee-breakwinner! Name drink coffee together with 

Office hotel on the Avenue in Gothenburg. Name wins a Barista Card loaded with 100 SEK. 

Would you also like to be in the draw for great prizes? Register your coffee break already 

today to participate in the next draw!’. Business-users made 20 posts and comments where a 

specific retailer was mentioned. All of them are advertisements for that specific business 

and/or supporting Fairtrade, e.g.; nr: 821 ‘Find fairtrade decor and gifts at 

http://felicityandlee.com/ and help stop trafficking’, nr: 236 ‘Willys like this!’, nr: 347 ‘They 

are beautiful, Fairtrade AND eco-certified, and are available at www.miljoklon.se greetings 

www.ecofinder.se that have 2 pairs!’. 

4b – Specific product: The majority of the observations concerning a specific product are 

posts and comments made by consumers. In these 61 posts and comments the consumers are 

informing each other about different products, expressing satisfaction or dissatisfaction, and 

ask questions about products, e.g.; nr: 140 ‘Raza red wine is my favorite :)’, nr: 1151 ‘Coca 

Cola is made in Sweden, where is Ubuntu manufactured?’, nr: 16 ‘Well in Sweden 

Rombouts/Malongo have had compostable pods for years. Available for purchase in Sweden. 

They were the initiator of Fair Trade coffee.’. The 28 posts and comments made by Fairtrade 

include tips and information on products, or congratulations to consumers winning products, 

e.g.; nr: 537 ‘Fairtrade floor? Sure! Learn about Fairtrade’s visit to SSC Forestry!’, nr: 344 

‘Congratulations name name    at ÅF that may soon go to work in a pair of olive green 

Ethletic sneakers made of Fairtrade cotton! name had all answers correct in Fairtrade's 

contest at Sustainability Day on April 17.’. The 8 posts and comments made by businesses 

include information about products. The posts are of promotional nature, whilst the comments 

are more descriptive or correcting, e.g.; nr: 1128 ‘Today we offer Sustainable such as Fair 

Trade coffee and tea to anyone who wants to cozy up with us. We show off fairtrade products 

in the store too. Coffee and tea from Johan & Nyström of course. Welcome’, nr: 973 ‘Thanks 

Mattias! The Tequito juice is not, however, Fairtrade certified.’, nr: 96 ‘Great, in Norway 

serve SSP Divine Fairtrade chocolate in many of their kiosks and cafes. SSP buy it from us in 

the Friends Fair Trade, Norwegian distributor of Divine.’. 
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Figure 12 – Frequency according to topic 

Figure 12 show the distribution and tone of message according to the different coding 

categories. 

6.3 Other empirical findings 

6.3.1 Consumer confusion 

Many comments do not concern Fairtrade but other ethical issues or Fair Trade. Consumers 

sometimes blame Fairtrade for mistakes made by other companies. This blaming show that 

consumers are confused about what Fairtrade is responsible for and what Fairtrade have 

mandate over. Also, these comments indicate that consumers not always are able to tell the 

difference between Fairtrade (as in the organisation) and Fair Trade (as in the movement). 

Furthermore Fairtrade is limited to working with improving conditions in developing 

countries, but consumers expect them to get involved in developed countries as well. For 

example this is shown in discussions about working conditions for blueberry pickers in 

Sweden, and the working conditions at companies selling Fairtrade products. Comment nr: 

1478 is an example where Fairtrade is blamed for another company’s mistake: ‘Fairtrade? If 

you call yourselves Fair traders you should NOT use Swedish unemployed who are forced to 

work full-time for "pay" far below minimum wages, no holidays and no regular employee 

rights. But of course in Sweden we "whine" only when we air our life situations. Time for 

Sweden's middle class to even concentrate on the home front.’. Another example shows a 

consumer that confused Fair Trade to be Fairtrade, since the mentioned brand is not Fairtrade 

certified; nr: 619 ‘Have been on holiday in Wales and where the return label "Gringo" which 

was wonderful, colourful clothes and bags with Fairtrade Labelling. I have Googled to see if 

they are sold in Sweden but have not found them anywhere. Does anyone know if Gringo 

products are sold or will go on sale anywhere in the country?’ 

6.3.2 Consumer demands 

Consumers’ posts and comments clearly show that consumers care about ‘fair’ conditions in 

the whole value chain for Fairtrade products and also about other ethical and environmental 

issues. According to some consumers, Fairtrade certification is not enough alone but should 

be combined with for example an environmental certification. Some examples of these 

demands are; nr: 302 ‘SAME HERE, BOTH fairtrade AND KRAV-labelled THEN I buy it easy 
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option!’, nr: 61 ‘"Fairtrade", yes, but the mountains of waste Starbucks contributed to the 

United States, it that as "Fair"?’, nr: 1492 ‘Little did I know that the iPhone was fair trade, 

considering how the workers who assemble them have it.’, nr: 1408 ‘Absolutely agree with all 

of the steps must be fairtrade certified otherwise no Fairtrade mark’. 

6.3.3 Tone of message 

 

 
Figure 13 – Distribution of positive, negative and neutral comments 

The majority of the messages have a clear positive tone, and 15% a clear negative. Figure 13 

show the distribution of the tone in messages. To clarify, the tone of message is not the same 

as the attitude towards Fairtrade. For example, a consumer may post a negative comment like 

nr 78 ‘Ugh ugh ugh! Their coffee is really not good’, but in the context still show a generally 

positive attitude towards Fairtrade.  
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7. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter we will analyse our empirical findings from the content analysis of 

communication between Fairtrade, consumers and retailers on Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook 

page. The analysis of the results is based on our formulated objectives that will lead us to the 

answer to our research question. 

7.1 Objective 1: To investigate the dialogue between Fairtrade and their 

consumers. 

During year 2012, a total number of 1671 posts and comments were published on Fairtrade 

Sweden’s Facebook page. Of these, Fairtrade published 272 posts and made 85 comments. 

Consumers were the most active group, and made in total 166 posts and 1049 comments. 

From our findings, we have identified an increasing activity on the page over the year. The 

amount of published posts and comments by consumers had increased with 368% between the 

first and last quarter of 2012. A reason for the increased activity could be that the number of 

“Likes” significantly has increased. In August 2012, Fairtrade Sweden had 9500 “Likes”. In 

April, the amount of “Likes” has increased to more than 48000.  For Fairtrade, the activity 

increased with 154% over the same period of time. The increased presence and activity 

among consumers indicate an increasing interest and concern for other people greater interest 

and concern for other people, in this case producers of Fairtrade in developing countries. 

When looking at the contents of the posts and comments published by consumers, there are 

both negative and positive content regarding Fairtrade, indicating both positive and negative 

attitudes.  The majority of the posts and comments represent a positive attitude towards 

Fairtrade, but negative or challenging content also represent a significant portion. From these 

observations, we see a strong connection between our results and previous research and 

theory by Strong (1996), Singh (2012), Witkowski (2005), Shaw & Newholm (2002), Howard 

& Allen (2010), Wheeler (2012), Bussey (2006) and others, that showed an increasing trend 

and importance of ethical consumerism. 

We have also observed a trend of becoming “Fairtrade ambassadors”, indicating not only a 

positive attitude, but also engagement and willingness to influence others to support the 

Fairtrade movement. As many consumers publish posts and comments about their roles as 

ambassadors for Fairtrade, we can possibly assume that a large amount of consumers who are 

active on Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page are ambassadors, and are thereby a part of the 

organisation. These ambassadors show tendencies of feeling and having an even more deep an 

integrated connection to the Fairtrade brand, which can be classified as a form of “Brand 

Love”, a concept that was developed and described by Batra et al. (2012). Further, we have 

identified posts and comments that include lobbyism, political standpoints and 

encouragements to others to engage in political consumerism activities such as boycotting and 

buycotting (Howard & Allen, 2010). Many posts and comments for example include 

encouragements to always buy Fairtrade or to never make purchases from specific brands or 

stores. Many posts and comments also indicate loyalty and love in Fairtrade or other brands. 

Regarding Fairtrade, we have noticed that consumers’ posts with a positive content generate 

more Likes and activity in general. Negative information or opinions that are expressed do not 

generate many likes or comments in general. In many cases, they do not generate any activity 

at all. This can be supported with previous research findings that showed that loyalty often 

leads to that consumers become resistant to negative information about a specific brand 

(Solomon et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2010; Batra, 2012). 
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Many consumers also seem to use Fairtrade’s Facebook page for communicating a specific 

self-image, through expressing proud and through “bragging” for example. It is clear that 

consumers of Fairtrade like to feel and show how they are “being” good and “doing good”, 

which also was indicated by previous research (Wheeler, 2012). Many posts and comments 

are made by consumers who have become ambassadors and want to inform others about it. 

We have also observed that consumers like to tell others when they have bought Fairtrade 

products or attended Fairtrade related events. Consumers can also work as marketers of 

Fairtrade in the sense that they publish for example information about Fairtrade events and 

give tips about where Fairtrade products can be found. For Fairtrade, this eWOM and C2C 

communication can be a great opportunity for Fairtrade that can generate money as well as 

good reputation. 

Regarding C2B communication, we looked into questions posed by consumers, and answers 

provided by Fairtrade. The collected content includes 194 questions and 76 answers, giving a 

response rate of 39%. Even though a part of the questions may be regarded as directed to the 

community rather than Fairtrade, we argue that Fairtrade’s response rate is low. Previous 

research showed an increasing demand for information, and proof regarding ethical claims 

(Wheeler, 2012; Tronstad et al., 2005). When asking questions, consumers show an interest in 

receiving an answer. The great majority of the questions that are posed are clearly directed 

direct to Fairtrade, rather than to other consumers or to retailers. When looking at the type of 

questions asked and answered it is possible to identify some groups of questions with higher 

respective lower response rate than others. Fairtrade more often answers questions that 

concern technical issues such as the website or the phone application than to consumers 

concerns regarding ethics within Sweden or to contestation of the Fairtrade/Fair Trade system. 

These types of technological questions are also answered faster than others. For questions, 

regarding ethics and responsibility, Fairtrade sometimes gives answers, and sometimes they 

don’t. These types of questions are in general answered in similar ways; with a description of 

what Fairtrade is and what they work for, rather than proof (such as statistics of how much 

producers receive or pictures/videos of social projects that have been realized through 

Fairtrade). Some examples of questions and concerns that Fairtrade have answered are; nr 

868:  ‘Fine. Unfortunately the form for ordering information is not working...’, nr 949 ‘Isn't it 

possible to have education on distance?’, nr 1206 ‘How do you follow up that producers 

comply with Fairtrade rules to keep the label?’. Some examples of questions that Fairtrade 

have not answered are; nr 153 ‘Where is the long-term nature of such an idea Cooperative 

Centre? Workers get better wages for 10 years until the water is out and rose-farmers move 

to Ethiopia and do the same there. Hardly Fairtrade from workers or nature perspective.’, nr 

486 ‘It would be nice if you answered the questions that have been asked.....’, nr 815 ‘Where 

can I buy Fairtrade certified clothing?’. These types of questions clearly are connected 

research showing an increasing concern and information demand among consumers, 

hence  increasing presence and influence of ethical and political consumerism. When 

Fairtrade make claims, consumers tend to ask for more details and proof that the information 

provided is reliable. Moreover, messages that may be viewed as irrelevant in the context of 

Fairtrade are very common. The low response rate on questions, spelling mistakes and 

unfinished sentences are very common. This gives a less professional impression and thus a 

risk that Fairtrade is not perceived to be competent. 

It is further observed that many consumers who are interested in Fairtrade are interested in 

other ethical and environmental issues as well, and can be classified as “green” or/and 

“ethical” consumers. Many posts and comments by consumers contain challenging 

information and questions regarding surrounding issues of Fairtrade. There are for example 

questions about environmental  standards or initiatives of Fairtrade; nr 713 ‘After watching 
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the documentary “Bananas” yesterday, I wonder if the plantations you will visit have both 

Fairtrade and ecological criteria?’, and nr 1536: “Fairtrade abroad, but in Sweden you don’t 

care if stores who sell Fairtrade have unpaid labour force’. 

7.2 Objective 2: To examine the communication and sharing of information 

between Fairtrade and retailers in both directions. 

Of the posts and comments we collected from Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page, very few 

were posted by retailers. The communication between Fairtrade and retailers is very limited, 

but we can see that communication that involve both parts generate a lot of activity. Many 

posts by retailers that are visible on Fairtrade Sweden’s Facebook page are posts that retailers 

from the beginning have posed on their own Facebook pages. The reason for them to be 

visible at Fairtrade’s page is that they have “tagged” Fairtrade in their posts. Even though 

retailers are part of the Fairtrade value chain, Fairtrade seem to view them as an external actor 

that only works as a middleman for selling the products. Compared to other actors in the 

Fairtrade value chain, retailers do not have many obligations and are given much freedom for 

example in price setting. 

When looking at the most “Liked” and commented posts, many of those are published by or 

concern retailers of Fairtrade products. At 3rd position of the top list of posts that have 

received most likes is post nr 960 by Fairtrade has shared and commented a post that was 

published by the retailer “Hemköp” ;’Go Hemköp Triangeln that has installed a great section 

in their store with Fairtrade labeled products. “Like” this post to encourage other stores to 

do the same! At Hemköp Triangeln we have decided to have a special section at a very visible 

place in the store where we showcase a sample of Fairtrade products. Welcome to our store 

to make your active choices!’At the 6th position of top liked posts we find nr 1342 by the 

retailer Lidl that writes ‘From today,we offer special prices on our Fairtrade marked roses in 

our stores! A bouquet of 10 roses can be yours for only 39:90 SEK.The Fairtrade label means 

that the roses are grown under fair circumstances. If you appreciate Fairtrade products we 

think you should take the opportunity to “like” our friends “Fairtrade Sweden” here at 

Facebook. Have a nice evening!’. This post received 611 “Likes”, 34 “Shares” and 10 

comments. The comments are all made by consumers. Communication and cooperation 

between Fairtrade and retailers generate much activity, and consumers clearly who that they 

appreciate it. Fairtrade and retailers do not seem to be aware of this opportunity, since they do 

not use it as often as they should in our opinion. If they had realised the benefits and 

opportunities from their communication with each other, in terms of likes, shares and 

comments of consumers, we should be able to see more of it in our data collection and 

empirical findings. Communication between Fairtrade and retailers seem to benefit both parts. 

Overwhelmingly, consumers express a positive attitude towards both Fairtrade and retailers 

when they see that these two actors communicate and cooperate with each other. Consumers 

mostly react positively to information about retailers that sell Fairtrade. 
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7.3 Objective 3 & 4: To investigate retailers perceived responsibility and 

Fairtrade-branding strategy, and to identify what information consumers’ 

believe to be important with regard to Fair Trade consumption. 

To avoid repetition, the analysis of objective number three and four are presented together. 

We have observed that consumers appreciate the cooperation and communication between 

Fairtrade and retailers, and that consumers see Fairtrade retailers as part of the Fairtrade value 

chain, and even part of the Fairtrade organisation. That consumers see retailers as part of the 

organisation is in line with previous research by Castaldo et al. (2009) and Berlan (2008). 

Many consumers believe that the principles of Fair Trade do or should apply to the whole 

value-chain, including the retailers. There is a widespread confusion among many consumers 

that this is the case, and many of them get very disappointed when Fairtrade do not care about 

the retailers’ ethical and environmental standards. The most discussed subjects include 

‘Phase-3’, blueberry picking in Sweden and documentaries, all of which have received a lot of 

attention in media. Retailers’ CSR have received little attention in previous research on Fair 

Trade consumption, however, CSR policies have now become important in companies 

marketing strategies (Castaldo et al., 2009, p.1). Like Marks and Spencer did in 2006, 

Swedish retailers could also get a positive effect from using Fairtrade campaigns (Balmond, 

2006). At the same time it is possible to inform consumers about Fairtrade’s and the retailer’s 

specific responsibility. Apart from a good CSR policy, consumers believe it is important to 

know more about the products they buy, which match Wheeler’s theory that consumers want 

reliable and comprehensive information to make choices (2012, p. 126). Furthermore, retailers 

of Fairtrade products wish to increase their sales. To tag Fairtrade in a post on the retailer’s 

own Facebook page has shown to be a very effective way to reach the consumers that want to 

buy Fairtrade products. However, the majority of the retailers are not very present in the 

Facebook page of Fairtrade. Retailers have a lot to win on working more closely with 

Fairtrade on social media. 

7.4 Other findings 

Trust: Consumers show a very high level of trust for Fairtrade. This is very clear for example 

when there has been a scandal in an industry, the consumers immediately post comments such 

as ‘I’m so glad that I always buy Fairtrade when I see this’ or ‘Everyone should buy Fairtrade, 

now we can see how important it is’. However, when looking at trust as an attitude-behaviour 

gap factor it is reasonable to question how the level of trust described by Fairtrade is 

presented. The GlobeScan survey (2011a), conducted for Fairtrade, show that 9 out of 10 

consumers (that are familiar with the Fairtrade brand) trust Fairtrade is based on a scale 

ranging from 1 (‘Not trust at all’) to 4 (‘A lot of trust’). The percentage describing the amount 

of consumers that trust Fairtrade is based on 3 and 4 on the scale. The summary of the survey 

does not show the distribution between these two, but the Swedish version (GlobeScan, 

2011b) reveal that almost half of this group (concerning Swedish consumers only) put ‘Some 

trust’ into Fairtrade and the rest ‘A lot of trust’. For the consumers that put ‘Some trust’ in 

Fairtrade, there are reasons why they do not have ‘A lot of trust’. Those reasons are important 

when assessing consumers' attitudes, and it is therefore important that trust as a factor for 

attitude-behaviour gap is not forgotten, even though the numbers presented say that 9 out of 

10 (that are familiar with the brand) trust Fairtrade. Hughes (2008, p. 42) argue that the 

confusion among consumers for what different labels stands for has led to that consumers 

have started to question if these labels can be trusted. Castaldo et al. (2009, p. 2) argue that 

confusion leads to increased importance of good reputation, and since opinion leaders on 
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social media are able to influence an unlimited number of people (Lyons and Henderson, 

2005), Fairtrade should take greater care of their reputation. 

Confusion: Consumers confuse Fairtrade as in the organisation, with Fair Trade as in the 

movement. For example Fairtrade gets blamed for incidents concerning other Fair Trade 

companies, consumer ask questions about products that is outside the range of Fairtrade and 

about working conditions in the ‘developed world’ where Fairtrade are not active. According 

to Griffiths (2012), a lot of the confusion regarding Fairtrade exists due to that Fairtrade has 

failed to correct false statements about themselves. 

Lack of transparency: The collected data shows that consumers are sometimes are confused 

and do not get satisfying answers from Fairtrade. Since we also got confused when reading 

the information that Fairtrade provide on their websites it is relevant to ask the question: do 

Fairtrade provide readable information? E.g.: 2011-12 annual report (p. 8) “1400 producers 

were asked... ...almost half responded”. Relevant question: How many producers are there? 

The information available tells us that there are more than 1.2 million farmers and workers or 

991 producer organisations (p.3). Relevant question again: What is a producer? Answer: “A 

Fairtrade producer describes a producer set-up located in a producing country as classified by 

FLO that has obtained product certification as per the relevant Fairtrade Standards” (Fairtrade 

International, 2011c). Conclusion: If a Fairtrade producer is defined as a producer set-up, is 

that then equal to the amount of producer organisations? And in that case, how come they 

could ask 1400 if there are only 991? The information provided is thus unreadable or wrong, 

or at least very confusing. For a successful brand community it is crucial that the information 

is important and relevant (Coulter and Roggeveen, 2012, p. 893). 

Distribution over time: Both Fairtrade and the consumers increased their communication a 

lot in the last quarter of the year. Especially consumers’ comments increased a lot. The main 

reason for that increase is probably the large increase in likes of Fairtrade’s Facebook page. 

Khim-Yong et al. (2013, p. 88) showed that engagement in social media have a positive effect 

on consumers’ purchases, which goes hand in hand with the increase in Fairtrade sales. Figure 

14 show the distribution of posts and comments according to time and subject. 

 
Figure 14 – Posts and comments according to time and subject 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, we will present our conclusions from our analysis of our empirical findings. 

We will provide an answer to our research question that we have reached through our 

analysis of our research findings. The chapter ends with an explanation of our theoretical and 

practical contributions. 

8.1 Research question and purpose 

Not all consumers are willing to pay extra for ethical standards, but those who are also have 

other demands than just the ethical standards. These include, on the one hand, ethics and 

environmental sustainability, on the other product specific demands due to taste, brand love, 

and brand loyalty etc. According to Ajzen’s Theory of Planned Behaviour (1991), consumers’ 

buy what gives them the highest utility. Ethical standards are one of the parameters that 

consumers consider, but for most of them, not the most important one. Brand love and loyalty, 

taste, price and other factors are still as important. A consumer that show willingness to pay 

more for Fairtrade certified products, and that show loyalty and love for Coca Cola for 

example, is not very likely to buy Ubuntu cola just because it is certified by Fairtrade. Instead, 

it is more likely that that consumer would like Coca Cola to become certified by Fairtrade. 

But, if that doesn’t happen, that consumer is still forgiving and less sensitive for scandals due 

to love and loyalty for the brand. Even though Bussey (2006, p. 17) argues that purchase 

behaviour is more driven by social factors than quality and price, we identify brand love and 

loyalty as the most utility increasing factors for consumers. 

8.2 Objectives 

Consumers are far more active than Fairtrade on Fairtrade Sweden's Facebook page. This is 

not only shown in the actual number of posts and comments, but also by Fairtrade's relatively 

low response rate, 39%, to the questions that consumers pose. It is further observed that 

Fairtrade has not realised the opportunities from and importance of being responsive to 

consumers. Communication on social media is public and official to “everybody”, meaning 

that not only the consumers who pose a specific question expects an answer but also all other 

consumer that have observed it. This further indicates that not only the consumer who asked 

the question becomes disappointed if he or she does not receive an answer, but also the others 

who find the question interesting. 

As previous research suggest, we have observed that consumers who are loyal or in “love” in 

the Fairtrade idea and brand tend to be more forgiving and resistant toward negative 

information that is published. Since loyal consumers tend to ignore negative criticism, they 

are easy to keep for Fairtrade. Here the challenge for Fairtrade is to improve the 

communication with a wider audience of potential consumers to continue to grow. The 

theoretical examination, combined with the content analysis, suggest that companies in 

general need more support in how to build communication strategies for online communities 

and in how to use the online community tools in practice. 

In posts where Fairtrade and retailers tag each other, the activity is often higher than for other 

posts. This increases the visibility of Fairtrade’s Facebook page and potentially the number of 

people ‘liking’ the page. To increase the communication with each other is a great opportunity 

for Fairtrade to reach more people and possibly a new consumer segment, and also for 

retailers to reach the consumers who are interested specifically in Fairtrade products. 
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The consumers are not satisfied with just Fairtrade certified products, but also have other 

ethical and environmental demands. The more ethical and environmental standards the 

products live up to the better. It is also important to inform the consumers about the standards 

to avoid confusion and disappointment. 

8.3 Answer to research question 

To diminish consumers’ attitude-behaviour gap, Fair Trade organisations and retailers should 

lobby for more manufacturers to certify their products. According to several surveys (e.g. 

GlobeScan, SIDA) consumers in general show support for Fair Trade. Retailers also show a 

great interest to increase their sales of Fair Trade certified products, and lobbying for more 

manufacturers to certify their products should therefore lie in the retailers’ interest. Fair Trade 

organisations and retailers also need to increase and/or improve their communication with 

consumers for several purposes. 

First, many consumers are confused about standards and products, suggesting that they need 

to be better informed. To enable the consumers to obtain correct information, it is important 

that the communication is clear and unambiguous. It should be information of high quality, 

and presented in a way that the consumers understand. Secondly, consumers demand 

transparency. It is therefore important to communicate not only the benefits and success 

stories, but also struggling issues and problems and how these issues and problems are dealt 

with. Moreover, it is important that the presented information is comparable, e.g. numbers 

should be presented in comparable units and concepts need clear definitions. Third, the 

consumers that are active on Facebook should be viewed as opinion leaders (Lyons and 

Henderson, 2005). It is therefore important to answer to all their questions and concerns. 

Their view will be spread to a huge group of consumers and therefore impose both great 

opportunities for marketing but also a threat. Many statements by consumers on Facebook are 

incorrect or not very clear, if these statements are corrected by Fair Trade organisations and 

retailers they will be able to prevent such false statements to spread to other consumers. 

Fourth, our research shows that consumers are happy to show appreciation, give feedback, 

and communicate what they like or don’t like. An active dialogue will enable Fair Trade 

organisations and retailers to find out the consumers’ preferences and thereby more detailed 

attitudes. 

Furthermore, the lack of proof for that the Fair Trade system lives up to its promises should 

not be forgotten. In the end, it is not ‘fair’ to promote and impose laws and regulations that 

favour a Fair Trade system unknown to actually be ‘fair’. An independent and totally 

transparent investigation on the impact of Fair Trade is needed to induce credibility into the 

industry. 

8.4 Contributions 

8.4.1 Theoretical contributions 

This study shows how an alternative research method, like our qualitative content analysis, 

can help in gaining new insights to Fair Trade consumption theory. The new insights regard 

the perceived responsibility of Fairtrade and retailers, which has gained very little attention in 

previous research. Ethical consumers are not satisfied with a few ethical standards, but are 

increasingly demanding a wider range of ethical, combined with environmental, standards to 

be applied to one product. We also observe that consumers, even those with a positive attitude 

towards Fairtrade, put higher value to other factors than the Fairtrade brand when making a 
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purchasing decision. These observations have clear implications for theory, since they 

potentially are key factors to the attitude-behaviour gap, and deserve more attention. 

Furthermore the use of Facebook as a channel for companies to communicate with consumers 

continues to gain more importance. Consumers provide valuable information both for 

business research and for companies. Even though consumers generally provide more positive 

than negative feedback, our research shows that consumers give feedback on everything that 

feels important to them. Even if our research method is unable to replace more established 

methods in research, it has some clear benefits. Since the users of social media set the agenda 

without the intervention of researchers, this method is likely to reflect what the consumers 

believe to be important. How common certain opinions and reflections are can easily be 

assessed by looking at the frequency of such comments and likes. Thus it can be used for 

large samples such as a qualitative survey, and still provide qualitative and detailed findings 

in a more efficient way than interviews and focus groups. 

8.4.2 Practical contribution 

The practical contribution of this degree project is practical recommendations to Fairtrade, 

and retailers and manufacturers of Fairtrade products. All these actors have mutual benefits to 

gain from closer cooperation. Fairtrade are, among other things, recommended to increase 

their activity and response rate on Facebook, to cooperate closer with retailers and make sure 

that the information they provide is of high quality i.e. readable for the average consumer and 

comparable. The recommendations for retailers and manufacturers regard communication and 

branding strategy, as well as closer cooperation with Fairtrade on social media. Furthermore, 

the practical recommendations also provide valuable insights for, and are in many cases 

applicable to, other Fair Trade organisations, other ethical companies, and for retailers that 

provide other ethical products.  
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this chapter we present our practical recommendations for Fairtrade and retailers, and 

theoretical recommendations for future research. The focus in the recommendations is put on 

issues regarding Fair Trade consumption specifically related to the organisation Fairtrade. 

However, we believe that these recommendations also provide valuable insights for other 

ethical companies and organisations as well. 

9.1 Practical recommendations to Fairtrade 

As a response to consumers’ increased activity and concerns on Facebook, we recommend 

Fairtrade to increase their activity on this social media channel. By answering more questions 

and showing the consumers that their concerns are taken seriously, Fairtrade can strengthen 

their relationships with the consumers. Furthermore, Facebook represents a great opportunity 

to reach new consumer segments and make Fairtrade visible to more people. It is important to 

remember that on Facebook, every single “like” is able to make Fairtrade visible for hundreds 

of Facebook. Every single “like” counts! 

The second recommendation is closer cooperation with retailers. By tagging retailers in their 

own posts and commenting on retailers’ posts, the Facebook page of Fairtrade will be visible 

on the Facebook page of the tagged retailer and the people that have liked that page. First of 

all, increased visibility is likely to lead to more likes of Fairtrade’s Facebook page. Moreover, 

commenting retailers’ posts represents a great opportunity to inform more consumers about 

Fairtrade, and correct misunderstandings that have occurred. 

The final recommendation concerns the quality of the information that Fairtrade provides. The 

analysis showed that a lot of consumers are confused and that some information is difficult to 

compare and understand. To achieve a high level of transparency and to decrease confusion 

among consumers, clear and trustworthy information is important. It is also essential that 

numbers are presented with the same measurements to be comparable, and that the 

terminology and concepts are clearly defined. Lastly, Fairtrade need to pay more attention to 

sentence structure and spelling for a professional and uniform appearance. Spelling mistakes 

not only look unprofessional, but can also lead to that the author is not perceived as competent 

by the reader. 

9.2 Practical recommendations to retailers and manufacturers of Fairtrade 

products 

Since retailers struggle with achieving their set target sales of Fairtrade products, even though 

the interest in such products continues to increase, we recommend retailers to be more active 

on the Facebook page of Fairtrade.  On Fairtrade’s Facebook page, consumers provide a lot of 

valuable feedback concerning Fairtrade products and highly relevant for retailers. Retailers 

can fast and easily find out what products that the consumers favour, dislike, are looking for 

or that they are unaware about. Consumers also often provide feedback why they like/dislike a 

certain product or retailer, and thus the answers to why they often do not buy Fairtrade 

products. Among the feedback found in this research are for example consumers concern 

regarding ‘Phase-3 workers’, blueberry pickers in Sweden, and environmental standards. 

Many consumers mentioned these concerns as reasons for not buying certain products or in 

certain stores/cafes. By communicating responsibility not only about Fairtrade but also other 

social responsibility issues that lies outside the mandate of Fairtrade, retailers can attract more 

Fairtrade consumers. Another advantage that comes from increased activity on Facebook is 
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that when consumers do like the information or offer provided, it is spread amazingly fast to a 

large group of consumers since it is shared in the networks of their friends’. Furthermore our 

research shows that many consumers are confused, indicating the need for clearer and more 

consistent information. To improve the quality of the information given to consumers, we 

recommend retailers to have close cooperation and open communication with Fairtrade, 

especially on Facebook. To reduce the consumers’ confusion is not the only benefit. When the 

retailer tags Fairtrade in a post, that post will also be visible on Fairtrade’s Facebook page. 

When visible on Fairtrade’s Facebook page, the retailer will reach not only the people that 

have liked their own page but also the people that have liked Fairtrade’s Facebook page. 

9.3 Theoretical recommendations for future research 

Our research shows that even if consumers are willing to pay extra for Fairtrade certified 

products, they also have other demands and preferences. The majority of these preferences are 

covered in previous Fair Trade consumption theory. However, our findings suggest that the 

key to the well-known attitude-behaviour gap lies in how much priority consumers give to the 

Fairtrade certification. Consumers buy what give them the highest utility (Ajzen, 1991). But 

even if the majority of the consumers show a positive attitude towards Fairtrade, their attitude 

does not automatically transfer into the most important utility-factor. Only a very small group 

of consumers express that the Fairtrade certification is very important for their purchase 

choice. Many consumers also give higher priority to Fairtrade for certain groups of Fairtrade 

products, implying higher utility in some cases than others. To fully explain the attitude-

behaviour gap we therefore suggest future research to focus on how much utility the Fairtrade 

label add for different groups of consumers and products. 

Furthermore, previous research has paid little attention to consumers’ demands regarding 

social responsibility factors that lie outside the control of Fairtrade. It is clear that, for ethical 

consumers, the Fairtrade label alone is not enough, since these consumers generally believe 

that other ethical and environmental factors are equally or more important. It would therefore 

be valuable to investigate which other demands that needs to be fulfilled for the consumers to 

become satisfied. Moreover, many consumers believe that the Fairtrade standards regarding 

working conditions are valid throughout the whole value chain. This belief is not in line with 

the actual Fairtrade standards and suggests that the information reaching consumers is 

unclear. For the improvement of Fairtrade’s communication strategy it would be interesting to 

look at how different types of ethical information affect consumers’ perceived knowledge. It 

would also be interesting to find out who influences the consumers’ knowledge the most. 

Except from Fairtrade, our findings show that also retailers, Fairtrade ambassadors and 

opinion leaders on social media work as promoters for Fairtrade and thus influence 

consumers’ knowledge. 

Finally, it is clear that the majority of consumers are very positive to Fair Trade and Fairtrade. 

Since the consumers generally show great support, it could be argued that governmental 

intervention, such as imposing taxes favouring Fair Trade, could be used to increase the 

presence of Fair Trade products and thus the consumption of them. However, since there are 

no proofs that the Fair Trade system live up to its promises, it is not surprising that some 

consumers question the contributions of Fairtrade. And the question is if it really is fair to 

promote something, called Fair Trade, but not actually proven to be fair? Until the Fair Trade 

system is proven to work, it is hard to justify any recommendations in how to increase the 

interest in, and promote, Fairtrade products. A comprehensive and objective investigation on 

the contributions of Fairtrade should be the first priority in future research. After all, Fairtrade 

claim to be transparent and should therefore be able to provide all information that is needed.  
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